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AJLBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

FERTILE LAND
.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. MONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 27. 1905.
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BURTON WAS
FOUND GUILTY

OF AMERICA

OF

VAUNTING McCURDY

NUMBER 208
FORAKER GIVES

BLOOD AGAIN IS SHED

MUTUAL LIFE NOW STEPS

HIS RATE PLAN

ON RUSSIA'S HOLY SOIL

Presents it to Elkins ComReport of Secretary of On . Six Counts Out of
WITH
HIS
BY
FAMILY
ARMY AND NAVY mittee With ConsiderOUT
Agriculture Shows WonEight the Verdict
able Amplification.
Was Guilty.
derful Prosperity.
Unable to Bear Weight of Condemnation Placed Sailors and Soldier's Take Bit in Their Teeth and
IS SUPPOSEDLY ACCEPTABLE
Arrest and Kill Their Officers, Whom
'Upon Him by General Public, First Divides
ENORMOUS FIGUR25 GIVEN KANSAS SENATE ASKS FOR
'

Prices and Ameunt of Pro- New Trial Which Will be
Heard on Wednesday
ducts Together Make
F'JR
Watermark

They Refuse to Obey.

Salary and Then Resigns.

"1TNESSES

UNWILLINGLY

MADE

HIS

SEAT HOT NOT AGAIN DRUNKEN

Morning.

Report

New York, Nov. 27. The World today says: "Richard A. McCurdy,
LITTLE HOPE HAD OF ESCAPE
THE MOST PROSPEROUS COUNTRY
president of the Mutual Life InsurThe
ance company, has resigned.
St. Louis, Mo Nov, 27. On mo- date of hie reslgna'kn depends only
Washington, D. C. Nov. 27. The
report of the secretary of agriculture tion by counsel for the defense, Judge on the time required by the trustees
I
was today made public. Mr. Wilson Vandeventer In the United States cir- to find a successor."
cuit court this morning postponed the
Quickly following the retirement of
says:
upon United President McCurdy, his son Robert H.
"The wealth production on farms In passing of sentence
1!H5 reached the highest amount ever States Senator Burton of Kansas, con
attained by the farmers of this or any victed early yesterday morning of
mber country, a stupendous aggregate having acted as a paid attorney for
'
and the Riallo Grain & Securities comf results of brain and muscle
machine, amounting in value to $6,- - pany before the postoffice department,
until next Wednesday morning, when
415.000,000.
"It might reasonably have been sup the defense will present Its reasons
posed In 1904 that the wealth pro for asking for a new trial.
Face the Picture of Despair.
duced by farmers had reached a value
Joseph R. Burton, senior senator
which would not be equaled perhaps
t
for some years to follow, and yet that from Kansas, at 12:45 o'clock yester
value is exceeded bv tne value for day morning, was found guilty by a
this year by 1256,000,000, just as the jury in the United States court of
value for that year exceeded that for violating section 1782 of the revised
statutes. Senator Burton was found
1903 by $242,000,000.
"There is no relapse from this high guilty on counts 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8.
Senator Burton's face was the pic
position that the farmer now holds
mum
as a wealth producer;
three years ture of despair wnen the verdict of
ii
-hence he may look back over the pre- the Jury was read. Not a muscle
E.
H. HARRIMAN.
He sat In his chair as Im
ceding decade, and, if he will add the moved.
annual figures of his wealth pioaue-tion- , movable as a statue, with glassy eyesj
snap will be soft no
before
soft
the
l nose wuu
he will find that the farming luoHiug lino vacancy.
longer, no matter who may take it.
element, or about 35 per cent of the have been with him the last few days
population, has produced an amount of say that he Is in a highly nervous
NEW YORK LIFE IS
wealth within these ten years equal state.
INVESTIGATED TODAY.
Senator Burton was not taken Into
of the entire national
to one-hal- f
New York. Nov. 27. George W.
wealth produced by fhe toll and com- custody by the marshal on request of
Perkins, vice president of the New
posed of the surpluses and savings his counsel, who promised to produce
York Life Insurance company, and
him In court at 10 o'clock Monduy
'
'vL
of three centuries.
'il.'i'f- a member of the banking firm of J.
"Out of the enormous productions of morning.
P. Morgan & company, was the first
The marshal was notified at 12:45
the farms of this country, the wants
witness called before the legislative
of 83,000,000 people have been sup- 9'clock that the jury had reached an
investigating committee today. He
plied, and there remains a surplus agreement. Senator Burton was in
testified that he is Insured In the New
large enough to become a generous the court room at fhls time. With him
York Life Insurance company to the
contribution to the other nations of were Thomas T. Kelly, the state
amount of $310,000. Some of his polithe earth and unparalleled among treasurer of Kansas; William P.
cies were taken out when he was
them as a national agricultural sur- Hackney, of Winfield, uolonel W. W.
agent of the company. On six of
plus. During the last fiscal year, end- Smith, Burton's secretary, and also
ing June 30, 1905, the exported do- the state senator from Senator Burmestic farm products were valued at ton's home town. Mr. Lehmann and
Burton,
$S27.O00,O0O, while during the last six- Mr. Haynes, attorneys for
j
BENJ. ODELL.
teen years the domestic exports of were called In from the corridors and
Colonel Dyer and General Robb from McCurdv. eeneisl manaeer and 'his
farm products Tiave amounted to
more tne united Mates marsnai s orace. .
or $l.uoo.oio.ooo
Louis A. Thebaud.. general
than enough to buy all the railroads It was a solemn and oppressive occa- - agent for the state of New York, re- jf the country at their, commercial sion when tho rkrlf J ffiltoH thA roll signed. The presidency was offered
valuation, and this, with a mere sur- of the Jurors. The deathlike silence to James B. Forgan, president, of the
plus for which there was no demand In the courtroom was broken only bV First National bank or Chicago, but
the voice of the clerk and the response he declined.
at home."
Corn reached Its highest production cl the juror.
CAUSES WHICH LEAD TO
and highest value, showing 2.708,000,No
ooo bushels and
$1,216,000,000.
THE FAMILY'S ACTION.
TROLLEY
CONDUCTOR'S
Special to The Citizen.
other crop is worth more than half.::'.;:: v.
K
New York, Nov. 27. The talk here,
as much as corn. Hay, wheat and reBETTING SUCCESS today.
Is that the press of the counaiso reached their- highest value
try, voicing the sentiment of the peo- though not highest production.
Jersey City, N. J.. Nov. 27.
It is
Hay comes second this year, with a
vaiue of $605,000,000; cotton is third, doubtful whether there Is any other
i
estimated at $570,000,000; wheat man In this country who has been as!
larg-sIn betting on horse races as
t lucky
reached 648,000,000, the second
n u (i rw
nn t ftva roara Sf n '
crop on record, and was valued Vrunl
at $525,000,000, the nighest ever reach- a street car conductor in this city.
ed; oats comes next, with 939,000.000 Five years ago he worked hard for
bushels and $282,000,000 ; potatoes $1.50 a day, and now he takes life
follow, with a valuation of $138,000.-Oiio- . easy, living on the income of $15,0(mi,
The value of dairy products is which he nas accumulated since he
to play the races. For several
SKNATOR DEPEW.
estimated at $665,000,000, while pou- began
ltry products now compete with wheat years he played the races with vary,
them the commissions amouuted to
for second place in value, having ing success, and when the racing sea-$318, and he received these comnils
passed the half million dollar mark. son begun this year he was slightly,
sions from the agent.
the loser. On May 2Hth, last, he tried
his luck again with an investment of,
HOLDING THEIR FIRST
PRESIDENT M'CALL MAY
GENERAw ELECTION. 75 cents. He won and has continued
BE THE NEXT TO GO.
'
There is great to win ever since. He is now winner,
Cctinje, Nov. 27.
s
j
the extent of $150,000. He has
New York, Nov. 27. In explaining
'ixeltement and joy In all parts or this to
purchased a fine residence in Brook-- !
bis testimony of last Friday, when the
minature principality today over tne lyn.
worth $3o,ooo. and is enjoying)
statement was made thai $,"it,720 was
tirst free and general election for life, traveling
some'
wife,
with his
and
paid to Andrew Hamilton, the "legls- deputies ever held iu Montenegro. A
says
betting
Is
that his
hoi-- t
lative Insurance generalissimo," by J.
time ami. I'rince Nicholas of relatives. He
P. Morgan Ac Co., Vice President 1'er-- I
Montenegro, issued a manifesto, grant based upon reliable Inside information
there is nothing crooked
kins testified that in 1901, J. P. Mor-- i
ing bis people a constiutlon and rep and that
A.
A.
HYDE.
not
would
he
it,
but that
state
gan & Co. paid $50,720 to the Central
resentative government. Today the about
Sethai election is held and the people where he obtained hU Information.
pie, drove the McCurdy aggregation Nutiouul bunk and the New York payA large vote
curity and Trust company. This
u joyseem wild
McCurdy's
into
retirement.
blusterMABEL
MRS.
ROGERS
ment was made, he said, upon request
will undoubtedly be polled. This evenWILL PROBABLY HANG. ing and foolish assertion that insur- of
President McCall, of the New York
ing the prince ill be. honored witii a
Washington,
27. The supreme ance companies are not orfianized for
Nov.
torchlight procession, and will re court of the United States todav af- dividends, but being charity agencies,-th- Life, to take up loans to Edward E.
ceive the expressions- of gratitude of firmed the decision of the United
pollcv holders should not object McCall and Andrew Hamilton, which
institutions had made at the
uia people.
States district court or Vermont, in to the money spent in extending the those
request of President McCall.
Mrs. Mary Mabel Rogers, field or their activity, broucht down
case
of
the
SULTAN HAS BACKED
who Is under sentence of death in upon htm the ridicule of every
DOWN AT THE LAST.
for the murder of her hits- - pendent paper. The vast sums he FRANK BRAULT IS
Frel
Neue
on
Vienna, Nov. 27. The
his family suhor-bband. The effect of the decision will squandered
dispatch
Prt-ssa
today published
SEVERELY INJURED
to again place the responsibility dlnates. in speculation and in politics,
the
Constantinople,
saying
that
trum
of dealing with the case in the hands brought him into contempt, from
Pasha,
the
sultan, through Tewhk
of the state authorities, and in the which his voluntary reduction of his BECOMES A
CRIPPLE FOR LIFE
toreigu minister, has announced to meantime if neither the governor nor own salary brought him no relief.
of
AS RESULT OF JUMPING ON
It is also tiiouulit thai the stateKaron
Von Calice.. ambassador
any action, the
the
take
courts
state
,
that Turkey ac- execution will occur December 8.
ment of Thomas V. I.awson. tiia' be
MOVING CARS.
held enough proxies to coii i.ji
cedes to the demand of the powers reMaceof
New York Life and the New York Mugarding the financial control
POWERS PROBABL.' HAVE
:lv cai
After having bt ell fie-pPOSSESSION OF MITYLENE. tual, also han much to do. in hrin.iti lioiied and even ii.ieaten.il r jumpdonia.
InIt is ktiovwi ing on an,) off
iili. nit the resignations.
Constantinople, Nov. 27. The
t car- - in the total
BANK CLOSED BECAUSE
structions to the commander of the ihv McCurdy greatly feared thatsuiii yams. Kraiik Urault. .son of Mm. J. M.
detestimony as was recently given by iirau'.t. of North
NOT DOING GOOD BUSINESS. international fleet were to land
adway. juiii d
tachments and occupy, at 9 o'clock, Hyde, Depew, Hniman and Otlell. iu on an express tat wl:ii.-:was being
Washington, Nov. 27. The comporin
the case of the Equitable, would switched in .ir
lie Ti jeras avenue
troller of the currency today received Monday morning, unless contrary
investigaders should reach them In the Inter- soon be called out in the
crossing yesterday c'ice too often.
i telegram to the effect that by order
tion of tne New York Mutual.
im. Presumably, therefore, the capNow he is til the sisters' hospital,
f its directors, the American Naa
It is expected that
successor i' suffering from the ioss of half of bis
tional bank of IJoston has closed it ital of the island of Mitylene is now
secure,
as
will
McCurdv
be difficult to
right foot, and I c will be a nipple
dixirs. It Is said that the lank had in tlie hands of the allied forces.
for life.
not been In good condition for some
Persons mho saw young Htault when
rime. The bank had a capital tJi
be vaulted under tlie moving car say
$200,000. and individual deposits of
that it is a wonder that he was not
$256,881.
killed. He grabbe,) the rods under th(.
vainly trying to reach
car and
C'JTRACE ON MEMBER
OF AMERICAN EMBASSY.
the trucks, fell to the ground. The
WAY WEST
Ight foot extended over the rail Just
Nov. 27. Robtrt
St. Petersburg,
enough to be caught. The i.mh was
Woods Bliss, second secretary of the
crushed so badly that the doctors reAmerican embassy, who has Just re- miles wide, moved half of it.
Chicago. 111., Nov. 27.
The report lvi miles Ibuig ml
urnedliere after a three months' vaIt was only Saturday that Chief of
cation in Paris, was the victim of an of the United States Geological Sur- - were proved to he productive of petro- Police McMilUn had four boys iu
gas.
Ileum
natural
and
"Vitrage by rowdies in oue of the fash- vey,
just published, shows that, for. According to the statistics contain-th- e Judge Crawford's court and reprilaat
ionable streets of the capital
Jumping
first time in the history of the ,., in ,j.
referred to, the t il manded them severely for accident
nl'ht, and only escaped being beaten
on cars.
This uiifurtuna'e
to death by tiie timely arrival of the petroleum industry In tlie United output of crude oil lat year was
sinuld be
police.
the quantity of oil produced ih;u.4J1 barrels, u yield of IM.sl'.oM which befell Frank Ilrault
youiig hoys of the
River last barrets le.-- a than the year before. The lesson to the other Jumping
west of tlie Mississippi
' and off
year was greater than that proJuced dlue of last year's pimluct aui"inre city who practice
ACCUSED OF MURDERING
!'. trains.
pool to $l"l,17o,4i;il. a gain j of
New
HER HUSBAND. in the eastern region.
The trial wer,- - disco ere, I in f4 in Texas, over tn;. Tin- - report as ail
Cadillac. Midi., Nov 27.
YOUNG FIELD IN
r
Kana-- . Indian Territory
ions point to an increase in 'I:,
.f Mrs. Menrv Fellow of Manton, who
VERY BAD WAY.
Oklahoma ami many extensions dm t u of petroleum ir t...- - I'r
M chargeJ with having murdered her
27. Phvsicians of
Nov.
Chicane
im- S'ates for years.
TI.e
old
fields.
An
tiie
in
were
made
the
in
circuit
today
husband, besan
Mar-b:i;- i
bestnning
have issi.-- a bulsouth-tins
in
coiiiitry
is
section,
Field.
in
maud
Jr.
a'
meuse
great
a
ca.-at'racted
h.n
court. The
ar- letin stating tlia: his s'reng ti is rapgrt-alina.-ur.- )
use
the
lim-- i eastern
extending
of
laat
'o
and
Kansas
the
beyond
even
deal of interest,
The fainilv have been
into northern Indian Terrl- - ticle In automobiles and r- - a fuel iu idly faiolc'
s i.f the mate and the trial will be
the bedside.
now
to
more
industries.
Oklahoma,
suiunoiied
certain
tory
than
and
considerable,
attention.
w
ith
watched
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Favor It.

to put down the mutiny and restore
oraer.
IT FORBIDS ISSUANCE OF
PASSES
Sailors from the warships of the
Black Sea fleets mutinied and went on
Knore.
i ney attempted to hold a
Denver, Nov. 27. The Times, by
meeting, when Admiral Pissarewsky
from Washington, said Satursuddely appeared on the scene and de- special
night:
clared the meeting should not con dayWashington,
Nov. 25. Senator For-ake-r's
tinue.
rate bill, over which he has
He made the threat that the troops beJn working
for many
would disperse the sailors If necessary which, It Is asserted, is months, and
likelv to be
iiu umi in tune oi resistance
meyrtho i.m that h. m
would fire on the mariners.
A sailor aOUt s tho ent hin if th
ran -- et
in the crowd drew a revolver
" enOUCtl Vote, til huva It' or, rinrlirarf
fired at the admiral, seriously wound was presented by
the senator to the
ing mm.
Interstate commerce commission yes
Troops were called out to disperse terday, the whole' session, lasting sevthe sailors, but when they arrived at eral hours, being devoted to a hearing
the meeting place they refused to 01 tne senator who introduced Us vaobey orders, and instead of firing on rious provisions.
the mutineers. Joined with them.
The senator declared that his bill
The mutineers sent the command- is introduced to take the primary
power from the hundd
ing admiral of the fleet a black coffin
with a warning that be should leave of the government, which, he Bays,
the city within three days.
other bills will give and which, in his
Al the railways have been put out opinion, makes all the bills unconstiOFFICER KILLS DRUNK
SOLDIER AND IS KILLED. of operation ad there have been fre- tutional.
Senator Foraker, in explaining his
Vladivostok, Nov. 27. The Russian quent disorders, which have kept the bill, said:
disturbed. Troops are now on
war ships returning here from Japan' city way
"The bill provides, if amended as I
here.
are In such a state of mutiny, because their
propose, that whenever a shipper may-thinIt Id Imtutaalltla
tn t ... n ti o t ill t. akin
he is charged an excessive rate
them back U Russia, that It came to COAST DEFENSE PLAN
or whenever rebates are complained
puss mat i ney nau to lie seni to cniup
of or any form of discrimination Is
BEFORE JOINT BOARD charged,
under guard.
and a complaint, no matter
Or. Saturday there was a tragic uphow informal, filed with the Interstate
rising at the camp on the Chouknin,
commerce commission, It shall be the
Washington, D. C Nov. 27.
The duty of
where thousands of prisoners from
commission to investiPort Arthur are confined. A drunken Joint naval and military board, called gate suchthat
complaint, and if it reaches
ofn
who
soldier,
refused to salute
to consider the
Endtcott the conclusion that thare 1b reasonable
ficer, was sabered on the spot. His plan
coast
of
defense,
hold ground for it, and the railroad wiU
been
has
comrades rushed at the officer, who ing several sessions recently
will not, upon notice from the commisand
escaped to the officers' club, where he VUlll I. A ASt 1
i
sion, desist from charging the exces
was joined by four other Tlcers. They ,
Vh"
sive rate or giving ti"5 rebate or prac,
ailraade a hard fignt for their lives rtivirtLi
ticing the discrimination, the commisVcTa e
with revolvers, against the Infuriated
1
sion shall thereupon, instead of promen
the .arrival of a squad lnvestigatlon8 and preparing
ceeding to have a formal trial as heretheir
umenli will be Incor- - tofore, continuing through
mpny
rtChOB?eteShnni ,hh.e
' port'' VC
months and even years, forthwith cer.
r which Secretary Taft is tify the complaint and the grounds of
en. About twenty men were killed or committee,
the nominal head..' It Is proposed to It, with a brief statement of the teswounded In the struggle.
have the report ready to submit o timony to support the complaint, to
I congress
at tbe coming soosUmav aJ- - the attorney general.- ..
GOVERNMENT MANIFESTO
(though the Incident Is not regarded
"The attorney general shall therePRODUCES GOOD EFFECT, as of much Importance, Blnce It will upon refer the same to the proper'"
United States attorney, who shall at
St. Petersburg, Nov. 28. As was naye no special bearing on the
the communication issued priatlons for fortifications for some once file a petition In the circuit
by
the government last night, ex- - years to come. It looks as If it would court of the United States having;
Jurisdiction, which court shall make
plaining the meaning and. scope of he possible to reduce the original
emperor's manifesto of Novem- - timates by Beveral millions of dollars parties of all who are interested and
at once hear the complaint. Upoa
peasants, and and achieve the same results of
ber 10. concerning
will be circulated extensively fnse against an enemy from the sea hearing the complaint it shall enjoin,
8
contemplated by the Ehdlcott if it- be a case of excessive charge,
In the country districts In the hope
all that part of such rate in excess of
of quieting the agrarian agitation. U board of twenty years'or more ago.
The principal subject recently under the lawful rate, which Is the, just and
also having a good effect here. In It
the peasants are told boy they can discussion was that In relatiou to the reiisonaiue rate prescriuca oy statutes
purchase land through the peasants' submarine and Its office as a part ofior to enjoin the giving of rebates, or
hank, and are Informed that the man- the woat defense. One proposition tlie further practice of the discrim
ifesto which remits payment of taxes has been to do away with submarine ination complained of, according as
amounting to $22,500,mmi In lwiti, and mining, but the artillerists do not It may be one or the other.
"The railroads shall have the right
$15,000,000 annuallv
thereafter. Is hare any such confidence In the
only the first step In the great scheme "oat b to admit Its value as a substi-o- f to appeal from this decision to the
reforms which will be submitted to tute for the mines. The submarine supreme court of the United States,
the national assembly, and In which 10t will, however, have a prominent but this appeal shall not supercede th
Judgment of the court, unless the cirrepresentatives will take part. The P'ace In the new coast defense
the communication says, has Jet. That much has been decided. It cuit court, in trying the case, or the
also annroved the appropriation
of will be used in defense of the coast supreme court of the United States
$7,750,000 to Improve
of forts and along the shore on the ap- shall for good cause so order.
"The whole proceeding shall be In
railroad men, hoping thereby to pre- proach of the enemy.
the name of the United States and at
vent a repetition of the great strike.
PRESIDENT REMOVES AN
the ejtpense of the United States and
MUTINY THIS TIME IS
ASSISTANT U. S. TRSASURER. without expense whatever to the ship- -'
27. President per.''
Washington,
NO DRUNKEN ROW.
Nov.
Mr. Foraker referred to other fea)
Roosevelt today removed from office
Sevastopol, Russia. Nov. 2b.
tures
of the bill. The first section
United
Lieb,
S.
William
assistant
Is
city
of
in
the control
This
for the appointment of exmutinous sailors and soldiers and the States treasurer at Philadelphia, for provides
pert
examiners, who, under the direcgreatest
prevails. Troops "constant and persistent violation of
disorder
interstate commerce comare being hurried here from Odessa the civil service law while in office." tion of tlie
mission, can make an examination at
any time of all books, documents and
papers of any railroad that relate to
Interstate commerce.
AN
AID
This procedure would enable the
commission to ascertain the facts and
secure evidence.
Another provision Is the prohibition
IN
of railroad passes.
rate-maki-

" "'

a.

'KWieSr

'

fnZ".

1

appro-expecte-

es-th- e

s
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EXHIBITION OPENED TO

STAMPING OUT CONSUMPTION

An exhibition
of more than ordinary Interest wa
opened today in a number of large
In the American Museum of
Natural HiMory, to aid in stamping
New York, Nov. 27.

consumption.
The exhibition,
was arranged by the National
Association for the Study and I're- vention of Tuberculosis and the Com- tuittee on Tuberculosis of the Charity i

out

which

I

ui.ercu'osis Kxliibitioti. n ml will be
1o the public until I lecember

I'tb.

The exhibition at'etiipts to show
facts legarding tne disease ami its
It contains exhibits of
distribution.
sanatoria and many interesting photo-and charts. Large maps show
the relative prevalence of the ilis-- ,
ease iu tiifterftit states, while others
give similar information concerning
tb

!

the chief cities and the various occupations. The Department of Health
Is represented In the exhibition,
and
tiie Tenement
House Department
shows accurate models of tenement
houses under old and new conditions.
Many local public Institutions and hospitals are also represented.
The ex- blbltitm also Includes a great deal of
valuable material which was shown at
the tuberculosis Imposition in Paris
a short time ago.
During the
gross of the exHsitlon there will be
a number of public meetings, In which
prominent experts will discuss many
points of Interest In regard to the
nit thuds used in fighting the terrible
while, plague.
At the meeting
night, at which the
campaign will be formally opened,
Mayor McCletlan and other prominent
city officials will deliver addresses.

pro-one- n

ELI C. MILLS, OF ORGAN, ENDS LIFE'S
STRUGGLES BY COMMITTING SUICIDE

OF MISSISSIPPI

ITS

It

and the Railroads

FACT

St. Petersburg. Nov. 27. The situation at. Sebastopol ts reported to be
Improved, the Brest regiment which
went over In a body to the mutineer
having returned to its allegiance.
Reinforcements have also arrived at
Sebastopol from Stmphelopol. marching from Inkerman, the railroad being
torn up.
i
Guns command all the entrances to
the city from the admiralty point,
where the mutineers are quartered,
and the sailors are virtually prisoners there.
The battleship Pantelelmon, former,
ly the Knaiz Potemkine,
and the
cruiser Otchakott are In the bay In
control of the mutineers who have
placed their officers under arrest.
The remaining ships of the Black
Sea fleet are off the southern roadstead. Their crews have not Joined
the mutiny, but it Is hardly believed
that they will fire on tXir comrades
nshore.

ft--

I

CAROUSAL BUT MUTINY

Big Three Will Unite Upon

Spccial to The Citizen.
Nov. 27. Facts have developed thai Eli
Las Cruees, N. M
Mills. a merchant and miner at Organ, this county, committed

su- -

.
Sheriff l.uct ro and ; im coroner, who were Minimum d to go to
have returned to the city, and they give out the news that Mills
undoubtedly coliuniUed stdt-dstruct ion.
Ills friends say he- has been des;oiide!it
for .some time. 41.1I on
io!ie of ending his troubles in suicide.
"lie occasion
Sheriff l.uct ro staM-- that a pistol, with several chambers
was found near the dead body, an a bullet bole m the left breast,
the heait, ttdd the awful tile.
Tim deceased went to 'In- Orfn camp about five years ago, and
after mining a couple of years, then engaged in the
nier
t hantlise
business. He was well known in Cripple Creek, Victor
The loroner's jury rendered a verdii : '' sui- and Telluiide, Col-Or-gin-

I

lu-a-

ide.

TOURNAMENT
FOR THE EAGLE CUP.
New York, Nov. 27.
The amateur
billiard tournament for the final disposition of the Eagle Cup will begin
at the Liederkraiu Club this evening.
The entries are Arthur Townsend of
Brooklyn, winner of the cup lu 1901;
Edward W. Gardner of Passaic. N. J.,
winner In l!t02; Wilson P. Koss of
Haverstraw, N. Y., winner In 1903;
V. J. Poggenbiirg of tjiis city, winner
1u 1.904: and C. K. ('tinkling of Chicago, the winner this year.
The
games are to ii... for 300 points.
balk line, two shots in, anchor
barred, mid are to be played liightly.
The rules ol the National Association
of Amateur Milliard Players are
to
govern Hit; contest
is stated I'uat
nil the contestants ate In excellent
form and the betting is neaiiv even.
SIXTEEN MILLION TO
GET A WATER SUPPLY.
Kingston, N. Y Nov. 27.
The
State Hoard of Water Supply Commissioners will hold a session here
this afternoon at the court house to
bear arguments In the matter of
lor ohi tuning water from the Cats-kil- l
region tor Greater N w Vor'. ut
an exp"iie of not more than $16.0u0,-Ooo- .
Mns plau was submitted In- Lie
City Water Hoard and act epied by (lie
State Hoard. All those Interested in
the matter have been invited to attend
the hearing and nil, it any arguments or objections which taej may
-

C.

iciil'--

t

BILLIARD

11

i

.in

BRIBE GIVER FINED
FOR PAYING BRIBE.
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 27 Charles
Mailer of Chicago, today
pleaded

in municipal court '
ving a
bribe of
for a contract for roof
0
ing an addition to the county hospital
In l'.iol, and was fined $I.ou.
Mader
at the time was agent for a Chicago
rooting firm. He was indlcied by the
grand jury two years ao.

fii:iv

$1.-0-

"
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Capital and Surplus

MEXICO

$100,000

Co Loan
Money
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

r

On

ll-

b. itHtmd fa Oh
Mat par weak. r for r

titi Mads InowB
I

15c.

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
-.
n 13
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
HAPQOODS (Inc.). Brain Broken and strictly private.
one
lime:
"
eiy Chemical Building, St, Louis
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
WANTEO
are reasonable. Call and tee us be
WANTED Clean rags. inquire
fore borrowing.
The Citizen office.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED rhree painters, highest Steamship tickets to and from all
wages. C. A. Hudson.
parts of the worm.
WANTED A buy to deliver papers.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Call at O. A. Mat son & Co.
315 West Railroad Ave.
vV ANTED
A Kod
girl Tor general
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings
house work. Apply at Castlo Hun- -

tnmra Omm will

iMrtttti

CHARGE,

IF YOU ARE COMPETENT
tprhnlr.l pnftitinn ttiara
to fill a Mph ar't.
on our Hta whit h you would
re m.riT opfortuniti'
Itk. to ronitr. We tiavo -a untnue vwtem- of iinppl.
ami
Ina tiulil mrn forricht
rlrht ila.-- for rmht
n.cn, mikI hurnlrvfl of employers rely on ua to nil all
(heir rennonnihif.
n.ilona. Our booaietn, wnlrh ara
free for t he anklug, tell all about our methoda. Office!
.
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r
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Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

SUBSCRIPTION:

kAtkradttMi
r

Make your wants
known ttsroupjn
these columns.

aertlon.

Aftoa Oliaattha.
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larprt

One cent per word, each In

X

Montestima Tftist Co.
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ing.
ANTED-

gentlemen board- ers; no invalids. 410 South Edith
I'll i e

street.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

With Ample Meant and Xlnsurpassed Facilities.

tte

Sank

Q,f

at

gomnifi!:

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

New

DENTISTS.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON
LUNA,
President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
Surgeon.
Dental
company.
Rooms 15 and 10, Grant block, over
W.J.Johnson,
Asst.
Cashier.
Wm. Mcintosh
J. C. Baldridgs
cookgirl
help
with
to
WANTED A
Dry Goods company.
STRONG CASE AGAINST
A. M. Blackwell
Solomon Luna
George Arnot
315 South Ihe Golden Rule
O. E. Cromwell
ing and house work
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Third street.
mail.
WANTED- Salesgirl; one with expe
Portland, Ore.. Nov. 27.
To be
FEDERAL PRISONERS
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
obler than the United Stales govern
rience preferred. Golden Rule Dry
avenue.
Office
No. 306 Railroad
ment, to have been a toddling infant
Goods company.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
when Washington was inaugurated
WANTED Clerk for general store; p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4112. ApGovernment Completes Its president in the 18th century, and to
good salary for the right man. Ad- pointments made by mail.
walk erect In t lie full possession of
dress, (., this office.
LAWYERS.
Side and Winds Net Around her faculties under Roosevelt's in the
A
WANTED
salesman for
2dth century, has been the good forstates.
Address B.
southwestern
tune of Mrs. Mary Kamsay Woods,
Bernard S. Rodey.
M.. this paper, giving reference and
Black and Murphy.
.
ATTOPNEY-AT-LAWof Hillsboro, Ore., who Is probably
Albuquerue,
salary.
N". M.
the oldest white woman in the
1'rompt
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
attention given to all
second-bana
Gentlemen
WANTED
N
world.
business pertaining to the profession
515
street
South
clothing.
No.
First
COMMITTED
CRIME
SKETCH OF
In her 119th year Mrs. Woods is
practice in ail courts of the terrisouth of viaduct. Send address and Will
Daily she walks
still quite active.
tory and before the United State
Officers and Directors.
proprietor
Sweeney,
will
R.
J.
call.
about the garden of her daughter's
land office.
JOSHVA S. RAYNOLDS
President
WANTED Log jobbers with stock.
M.
The United States completed its home and sits upon the porch In
Bond.
Ira
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice PresVdent
long contracts;
white pine
also
postsunny
well
keeps
weather.
.
She
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32
John
F street
case against James Black and
FRANK McKEE
,
Cashier
grader. E. L. De Camp, care J. M.
ed on events of the day and maintains
W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
Murphy, charged with assisting In the a live interest in politics.
Dennis Lumber Co.. Rhoades, Ariz. N.
patents,
copyrights, caveats
lands,
H. F. RAYNOLD3
Director
A
Logan train robbery, and against
Mrs. Words was born May 2b, 1787.
FOR RENT
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
v
J
Large',
John Black for conspiracy, last Fri at Knoxville, Tenn., two years before
furnished"
fron
FOll "rKN'T
R. W. D. Bryan.
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.
liL'S'lff''1'
went
States
the
constitution
United
Vegas.
The
.
room, over postofllce.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWday afternoon, at Las
Albuquer
government has introduced much evi- - Into effect. Her maiden name was
FOR
RENT Nice, furnished rooms que, N. M. Office, First National
,
Ramsey
Authorized Capital
$500,000.9
her
the
father
and
burned
Is
as
it stands.
dence, some of which
511 West Marquette avenue.
Bank building.
.'
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.00
very strong against the prisoners, brick arid built the first brick strucroom,
One
siire
TO
KENT
of store
E. W. Dobson.
ture in Knjxville. She was seven
and has conducted the case through.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW209
at
South Second street
Office Croni
old when Tennessee was ad
Depository for Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway Company
out with the utmost care. Assistant years
FOR KENT One nicely furnished well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
United States Attorney E. L. Medler, mitted as a state, and 18 when Lewis
214
street.
room.
South
Walter
Journey
Clark
made
and
their
famous
Stingle.
H.
John
of Albuquerque, has conducted all the to the coast.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
FOR RENT Large, front room, nicely
examinations with skill and ability.
At an early ae Mary Ramsey mar- furnished. 410 West Lead avenue. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque
The defense began the presentation
FOR RENT Four room furnished N. M.
of evidence Friday afternoon by placing on the stand Mr. Thomas, one of
house. 215 Atlantic avenue, Apply
ARCHITECTS.
on premises.
the owners of the Sunnyside mine,H
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
emwhere the three prisoners were
FOR RENT Two sunny front rooms, ford, rooms
Barnett building
ployed.
40t
complete for housekeeping.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
MOST
ANYTHING
Several citizens have asked for
North Arno street.
CIVIL ENGINEERS
particulars concerning the crime
rooms for
RENT Furnished
FOR
a
OF ALBUQUERQUE
The night of Aug. 1, 1904.
housekeeping. Large and airy. 624
D. F. McCrollina.
Rock Island passenger train was held
avenue.
Railroad
West
engineering,
surveying
and
Civil
up at Logan, N. M., at least three men
A Word from Josh Wise.
Apartments in Pa;k drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
FOR RENT
being concerned. The robbers coverWisconsin is threatening to break
View terrace, eight rooms each; matic 'phone
mesexpress
CAPITAL- ed the enginemen and
.........$100,000.09
athletic relations with Minnesota on
H.
modern equipment throughout.
senger and forced them to detach the
AND
BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
,
DEPOSITS
$250,000.00
19,
claim
the
block.
big
Tilton,
H.
room
games
that
Grant
year
three
a
express car, blew open the safes and
cot
Nicely
Is
furnished
KENT
too
severe
FOlt
players,
on
the
escaped. Large rewards were offered
and for
A. L. Morgan.
tage flats, two and three rooms, $10
We have tad a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
and United Slates and special officers the further and more important reaTHE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
per
$15
son
Norris
Mrs.
month.
and
that
bilkWisconsin
was
thinks it
of our hank. If you are not one of our customers, ire should like
have worked dilligently on the case.
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
Marriage is sure t' be a
524
street,
of
John
and
in
viaduct
ed
gate
east
the
of
division
receipts at
an opportunity to show yon our superior facilities.
The case was brought under the
cheerfully furnished; job work solic
failure when both part
game at
rooms, Ly ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
United States statutes, which pro- the Minnesota-Wisconsiners is mental bankrupts FOR RENT Furnished
o
Minneapolis,
light
r.th.
twenty
November
Wisconday, week or month; also for
vides a maximum penalty of
911 North Second
street, Albuquer
O. N. MARRON, President. D. A. McPHERSON, Tlce President.
housekeeping. The La Veta, 113 que, N. M.
years for such crimes. The territorial sin's share was $13.ni0, but the claim
is made dial it should have been nearJ. B. HERXDOX. Cashier. ROT McDOXALD, Assistant Cashier.
West Lead avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming,
statute provides a death penalty.
proprietress.
PHYSICIANS.
The theory of the prosecution is er $2ri,liiio.
Coach
Held
working
to
bring
is
out
that James Black and John Murphy
FOR SALE
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
a speeuier icani against
me vanai
left the Sunnyside mine with dynaEnquire Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
A saddle pony.
FOR
SALE
eleven
rethan
has
represented
Harvardi
mite they had stolen, July 2S, and
of J. W. McQuade, 234 North Walter
Room 25, Whiting building, over
paired to
while John Black, thus far this season. His charges are
street.
Vann's drug store. Automatic
u"r Blabber I'm afraid
'
who resembles his brother, remained putting in most of their time running
telephone, 410.
FOR SALE
farm wagon
U "OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
in Denver for the purpose of trying to through signals and formations. Har-- ! '"'caking down."
In good condition.
Apply 214 South
n n o rTmdTdo!
" "', he looks all right."
establish an unlit if his broiher should vard hopes to hold Yale to a respect-he
all
right.
able
score.
Edith
street.
loks
surgeon
Ik
but
'es,
Osteopathic physician and
The
Lm
Bm
5
ie arrested after netting away. men
mslng his memory."
After witnessing the Mlchlgan-Wls- FOR SALE Hoi-bPand cushion tired President New Mexico Board of Osteodefense claims that the three
psnaw,
t
worry
game.
don
Mayor
loot
successfully
l.uggy, almost new, at a bargain pathy.
ball
about that
Dunne!
ui..
All
diseases
were at the Sunnyside mine two das consul
of Chicago came out stronglv against Iit? expects to testify before ihe in.sur
112 John street.
before the robbery.
treated. Office in Barnett building.
an,
e
investigators."
the
son
8Krt and declared that his
Friday afternoon Dee Butler, who
SELL. RENT OR TRADE List your Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telewas in prison wiih the Blacks and who is a student at Michigan, should
property with T. L. McSpadden. 300 phones. Sundays by appointment.
Sarah Bernhardt says she doesn't
Murphy, in the Chickasha jail, swore never play Ihe game. No one was
South Broadway.
Grain
FALL TERM.
'even
Bernard
Nothing
or
Shaw.
killed
rad
injured
badlv
like K)li SALE Medium
in the
that Jim Black had confessed the game
m
size
ale.
steering
clear
your
of
Mayor
old
by
scandal
in
witnessed
Dunne.
crime to him. On cross examination,
good condition, at 1lie Golden Rule Albuquerque Business College Opens
Coach Booth's fool ball pupils, at age.
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
ocadmit led
witness
that his
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Dry Goods company.
Neb.,
in the Southwest.
are
Lincoln.
said to be on the
cupation had been that of a horse
Bookkeeping
Penman
Courses
and
SALE Must leave town, an
thief for a number of years, that he verge of an Insurrection. It is claimed I "Our laundress is positively sporty FOR
ship.
Typewriting,
Eng
Shorthand,
will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad
never saw a woman with such s
had gotten away with a number of the team purposely played slovenly pronounced
.
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
AND
dress. B. O., this office
liking for gambling."
horses, thai he had not been tried on in the game with Minnesota because
lng.
bus!
shocking."
good
A
SALE
benching
it
TRADE
"Isn't
OR
t
of
FOR
the
In
ludiciiiii-nof Wilson
the first
for wjilch he was conthe
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
ureaoiuny. w nv. slie s so erazv
half and the bringing along of a player
riess for citv property. T. L. Mc
fined in the Chickasha jail.
ALBUQUERUE, N. M. r
RAILROAD AVEXUE
For particulars, call or address
gamble
Broadway.
300
Spadden,
wno
South
I've
known
put
her
to
to
Is
even
said
have shirked in hial'o
The prosecution believes that Tom
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
'
a
ner
on
ciotneg
training.
horse.
FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
Hoswcll.who was also iu jail at ChickR. O. STOLL. Secy.
Commenting upon the difference be
piano, In fine condition and almost
asha, was also concerned in the rob-loLibrary building, East Railroad ave
An
tween
foot
Invitation.
ball
player
particu
new,
the Indian
and
For
at a bargain.
of ihe train. The strongest part
nue.
Jtead me iiee and cuss it if you
lars, call at this office.
of the evidence of the prosecution is his white brother, a Cincinnati news-- '
paper
,
must.
But
says
thing.
the
ASSAYERS.
Ant
read
of
darn
the Carlisle team:
the identification by the express mea-BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
senger and engineer, and the testi- Never has such a gentlemanly and werp (O.) Bee,
CORBET & COLLINS,
TO EXCHANGE Good Improved city
mony of Mrs. Zupp, with regard to well behaved crowd of foot ball play
property for vacant lots. T. L. Mc Civil and Mining Engineers. United
From the Tall and Uncut.
Black and Murphy being at her house eis appeared In our midst. There were
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors..
In Da hurt a .short lime before the 32 red men In the bunch, but the sense
Harrison Pickett made googoo'cyes
That's the reason we say again
ASSAYERS.
McSPADDEN
of sight was the only one that dis- - at Hicks' chapel Sunday.
The exchange man
robbery.
See him for business exchanges East side o' Plaza, Santa Fe. X. M.
The evidence that the men l,.fi the closed the fact. So far as noise or
Jackson Brimmer and Frank Hud
REAL-ESTA GAS
300 South P.roadway.
went, there might have' son were distributee circulars for the
Sunnyside mine July 28 lias been disturbance
.,.,,
'tO TVw. mono.. ore' fertilizer company Sa.1 unlay
tiula..
contradicted by several witnesses, Mr.
of last
FOUND.
is a boon to the
Thomas for the defense testified thai and employes of the hotel are unani week.
A small amount of silver
FOl'ND
mous
in
praise
their
Hello, Red Bird, just come over and
of the red men's
household.
the two Blacks and John Murphy were
owner can have same by naming
H. B. GILCHRIST,
at the Sunnyside mine the morning of behaviour. The clerks were pleased, Rot a square meal. We have bacon
amount
calling
on T. J. Shin
and
Real
Estate
Insurance.
and
asand
logical ones:
Ther.1
the
simply
were
reasons
bartenders
are
July 30. He produced his lnxks to
and beans and cabbage three, limes a
icli. and paying for this notice.
Money to
Ecciiomy, comfort, no dirt, no bother,
show that they had worked July 2'.i, tonished. One of the latter said last day, and that Is hard to beat.
215 Wesv Railroad Avenue.
Man's Unselfishness
no worry, and always ready, heat
Joe Hackworth and his best girl is
and said that he had paid them off nigiit; "If that many ordinary foot
often as great as woman's. But
ball players had been In the hotel for passed through the vicinity Sunday.
where and when you waut it by ttu
the following morning.
the "Repubfive days l would have had some little
striking of a match. Turn off the ga
J. L. White preached at Mt. Vernon Thos. S. Austin, Mgr. of Ind.,
was not
lican," of Leavenworth,
business with them. They would have Sunday morning and evening.
Sinand the expense stops. You can't do
PRISONER TAKEN BACK
unreasonable, when he refused to a
that with a furnace. Try a gas hea'T
TO NEW MEXICO. made themselves lu nrd as well as ners were convicted and Christians allow
WILLING
HELPERS.
the doctors to operate on his
seen alter thai :;tt,, victory. As for were greatly revived. He preached
for a morning and evening tonic and
If
helper,
use
What's
a
of
the
Nat M alone was released from the the Indians,
I
wouldn't
know
they pointedly to the Christians In the wife, for female trouble. "Instead,"
see if I hey are not worth while. A
willing?
Willingness
is
county jail on a writ of habeas corpus were in
he
isn't
telephone message, a card or a visit
uie noime n some o! them morning and to the sinners in the he Bays, "we concluded to try Electric
al- ample
an
will
which
mantle
taken out by his attorney, D. 1. Cun- didn t come
Bitters. My wife was then so sick,
the billiard, room for afternoon.
will start Ihe nas heaur homeward-- .
servcover
of
sins
ningham, but as he stepped from the a quiet gameInto
the
most
all
could hardly leave her bed, and
once in a while." Super-- '
John Cheek and two daughters, of she
advertiseice.
But
a
classified
court room he was placed under ar- inlendent Thompson, who
rehad charge Nubbins Hill, were In Tatisville shop- five (5) physicians bad failed to
f
ment in The Evening Citizen is a
A. C. Farnsworth, of
rest by
.
the athletic sports at Carlisle for a ping today. He seems to lie all right lieve her. After taking Electric Bitwilling helper that Is not only
Grant county, New Mexico, for whom of
good many years, and has had a won- since Dr. Moore made him a new set ters, she was perfectly cured, and can
competent,
is
absolutely
also
hut
Sheriff Hunt had been holding Malone derful Influence over the red men.
dunow perform nil ther household
teeth.
a willing worker. It works all
for the past week, or since the grand says that the report of the boys' be- of May
God bless all the readers of ties." Guaranteed by all druggists
v
the time for you. It is the best
Jury dismissed the charge against haviour Is always the same,
price
50c.
the
News.
Country correspondence,
The Albuquerqua Gas, Electric Light & Power Company
and most economical publicity In
him. He is wanted ill New Mexico
it is considered that the first Sequuehe (Tenn.) News.
When
world.
the
on a charge of cattle stealing. He will automobile race, held ten years ago
Notice For Bids.
be taken back this evening by the in France, resulted In the winning
Bids for the repair of the bridge
The Shall of Persia won't sit at a
New Mexican officer, expressing his car averaging 15 miles an hour, whiW'
table on which there is a lobster. crossing the Rio Grande at Corrales,
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
wllliugness to return without requisi- in
the last Vandeibllt race the winner Wants them on the chairs, of course. In accordance with the plans and
better cook with safe gas.
tion papers. Tombstone Prospector. traveled
WE FILL
1
at an average speed of fi'2
of the county surveyor,
I've thought of many tilings I'd do
filed in tlie office of the county clerk,
If I were czar.
niibs an hour,, the tremendous a
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
w ill be received by the board of counI'd cut our work and worry, loo,
aice made in motor car colis'rur v,
NEXT TO BAP K OF COMMERCE
ty commissioners up to 10 o'clock, a.
in a coinparai ivcly short time cai. be
If
were czar.
and CURE 'HE LUNC8
understood. In no other inanufM'iU'--inSteam yachts and motor cars in in., Tuesday, November 28, 1905. the
203 W. Fatlroad Aye.
At Consistent Price
been
anything
board claiming the right to reject any
business has
mine,
brought
A red hoi time all down the line,
bids.
or
a point, of perfection in
all
to
WITH
Your System
JAMES A. SUMMERS,
such a short time.
Bui first of all why, I'd resign
with rich blood
Clerk.
Dick Welles, the greatest raco hor?e
If I were czar.
and you will have
the west has ever seen, will never
.1.
,
"Ev'rylhing's running like a clock
race again, as Ills owner, J. B.
men and women.
PURE blood.
A N D C H ICA OO LUMBER
I Ul
iias iteeitUd to use him exclu- on th' old faun," remarked Mr. ReuI'm Hie u rr mi natural
FONSUMPTIOfi
Price
iJi hrh!,iiit1itiii.tlioL.tl
sively fi r breeding purposes. The ben Sickles, who had been sitting In
t'HERMAN-WILLIAMBUILDING
PAINT
Always
PAPER
COc
t. u.r.t.ii
0UGHS and
$t.00
yf UlUCUUI
horse is five years old. Respess bad front of the liin warm fire all morn.
best,
more,
weart
ii,t,
looks
Trial.
iOLDS
Coven
Fret
!.
8t0fK'
I'llUllt'ftl,
U1 tMlrlU'
Cement,
Lime.
rlaser.
hoped to mulch Dick Welles against ing
.
full
longest, most economical,
HflmiisUiM'i-iiGo"flit or pu'i. JUoUaL
MAKES RED BLOOD.
"That's true us gospel." said Mrs.
Sysouby or Roseben, but when arbuxeat and Uuickest Cure- for all
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, ete.
measure.
ClNtlkrail.C VTTS
tfUt
u4
lru
alrangements for the meeting were
Sickles. "It's jnsi exactly like a clock.
THROAT and LUNO TROUB.wiit ti I'Uiu wr.rT
k I. i.
"There's a Reason."
pr'pit'a, lot
alW.fi I'f
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
most concluded, they fell through and You can't see anything moving excepl
LES, or MONE1 BACK.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
Ihe bands."
the test of speed never took place.
Bell 15.

ried Jacob Lemons, and was left a
years ago, at the
widow seventy-thretime that Andrew Jackson was Hear
ing the end of his frist term as president. She was u young matron when
the war of 1 SI 2 broke out and distinctly remembers her father's strapping iiis blankets across his shoulders
and starling out with his old rifle to
fight the British until the war ended.
After the death of her husband
she accompanied her daughter, Mrs.
C. f). Southworth, and her husband,
across the plains to Oregon, arriving
in Hillsboro in 1853.
She was then
(iri years old, but rode a bay mare
the entire distance from Tennessee,
while her daughter and her husband
drove an ox team.
Soon after arriving
in Hillsboro,
Mrs. Lemon
married John Woods,
with whom she lived happily for many
years. Here she built the hotel for
Hillsboro then was larger than Portland. She ran the hotel until 40 years
ago, when her daughter, Mrs. C. I).
Reynolds, formerly Mrs. Southworth.
and her only surviving child, succeeded her in its management.
Mrs. Woods weighs 130 pounds.
She dresses and cares fur herself, and
is quite active. She is hard of hearing, and though blind in one eye, is
able to thread a needle and does much
sewing.

Portland Woman Born Before Constitution Was Framed Hat Lived
in Three Centuries and I Still
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Would you take No for an answer
if you knew you were right?
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CLAUDE DOANE

Smuggled a Saw Into McKin-le- y
County Jail But Had
no Chance to Use It.

Providing the Weather Permits

FELLOW PRISONER PEACHED ON HIM

The Gallup Republican, which reached the city last night, furnished a
to the Morning
"special dispatch
Murnal" In regard to Claude Hoane
attempting
to break jail at Gallup
some time last week. The Citizen reproduces the article from the Republican, thus giving proper credit to
that paper, and not palming off on Its
readers "stale" news as a "special,"
by way of the columns of the Gallup
Republican:
Claude Doane, the man In the
county jail under'lndictment for the
murder of Lyons In this county last
summer, intended to get oat of the
jail some night this week. That he
did not succeed is due to the fact that
one of his fellow prisoners gave the
scheme away.
After being indicted Doane was
taken to jail in irons and put In his
elt and was securely locked In, but
the bars of steel means nothing to
him, as he was In jmssession of very
fine hack saws which he had smuggled into the jail unknown to the offi- ei s. In some w ay, w ithout exciting
.suspicion, one of the prisoners, an old
man, got word to Sheriff Coddington
that Doane was planning his escape
by cutting away the bars of his cell.
The officers went to the Jail and
searched the indicted murdered and
found two saws. Ona of the saws had
been fitted with a handle which he
had made from the handle of a lard
pail. The saws had been secured by
the prisoner before he was brought to
Gallup, and he- got them Inside the
Jail by hiding them In the bandage
which was around one of his legs. It
as
vlll be remembtred that Doane
shot In the leg when he ws captured
and the wound was ba;daa;ed. The
roll of cloth made a good hiding piaee
for the thin saws, as the bandage was
rot searched when the p'iFoner vas
Ilaoed In the MeKinley county Jail.
After the officers found the saws
they made Doane take off all of his
clothes and put on others. He had
very little to say and would' not tell
where he obtained the saws with
which he Intended to cut his way
through steel to a short lived liberty.
Had Doane had the chance to use
his saws, he could not have escaped,
for the construction of the cells Is
such that no hand hack saw will go
through
the bars. Edward Hart,
bought the steel structure of the Jail
for the county, and when picking out
tiie kind wanted here, had Just such
schemers In view as Doane. The people making the cells gave a demonstration to show that it would be impossible to saw the bars. The bare
are in three pieces, two thicknesses
of very hard steel and one of soft
steel. Doane could saw on the bars
for a week and still be a safe prisoner.

To prove to the good people of Albuquerque that all we have said about the beautiful' 50 foot
residence lots in the Eastern Addition, Highlands, is true, we have arranged for

TRIMBLE'S BIG FOUR HORSE TALLY HO
to make hourly trips from the office of the Surety Investment Company,
Street, opposite Barnett Building, on

From 9 o'clock in the morning until 3
o'clock in the afternoon, to and from the

r0crm

ATWHICH TIME YOUARE INVITED

JJ

TO TAKE A RIDE

TUrSlV

i-tl- rs

Jl

FREE OF CHARGE

Representatives of the company will be on the ground, with
by unif5Tmed cook and pure water
SBIKJWIG IlOS SGrVOCl from
large plats to show the unsold., lots and ruling prices, also
a forty foot well driven on the
grounds. American flags will mark the different block corners. Bring your wife and friends, be our guests, and take a look at those beautiful
residence lots 50x142 ft., 25 to 50 ft. above the mud and lowlands, which are selling at from $125, $150 to $200 per lot. Only $10 down, $1 per week.

JTfgg

Watch for a General Advance Soon
SURETY INVESTMENT CO., Owners
P. S.

Jffi5

you want first choice come around and see us before the big Thanksgiving rush

If

CAPTAIN BENCHED

UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN
ESPANOLA VALLEY WILL BE
COMPLETED BY MARCH FIRST.

THE MANAGER

recommenced on
in the Espanola
valley upon which construction was
first begun a year ago and thereafter
abandoned. The ditch will be twenty
miles in length and starts at a point
above Chamita. When completed several thousand acres of fine agricultural land will be placed under Irrigation and the crops raised thereon
will materially increase
the output
and the prosperity of that section of
xiiu Arriua county, it is nopea tnai
the ditch will be completed and ready
for use by March 1st. A large number of men and teams are employed.
Work has been

the Irrigation ditch

In 1888, John J. McCloskey
was
managing owner of the Houston club
in the Texas League and Bill Joyce
played third base and captained the
team. McCloskey played right field.
The race was a hot one and Houston
was in toe fight for the pennant. In
a qlose game one day McCloskey
made a number of errors and his
playing made defeat seem sure for
the team.
I

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
H. E. No. 57C9.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 31, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
ofi his intention to make final proof
in' support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 5, 1905, viz., Gertrude Heco, widow of Francisco Heco,
deceased, of Valencia county, for the
S4 SEVi. NW4 SE',4. SW NEVi,
of section 28, township 12 north,
range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
prove his continuous residence
tupon a nil cultivation of said land,
viz., Juan Bautiste Kowemlsneh,
e
Powto, Jose
and
Alonza, all of Laguna, New Mex-

o

headed in hl rage. "What do you
mean?'" he shouted at Joyce.
"I mean lor you to get out of the
game."
"Who put me out?"
"I did," replied Joyce.
"And who are you?"
"Captain, third baseman, and first
batter of the team."
"And who am I?"
"McCloskey, owner and manager of
the team, a good fellow, but a bum
fielder, who Is now on his way to the
lench. Hurry along, Flaherty."
"If you go In I stop your pay,"
shouted McCloskey at Flaherty.
"All right, Mac: but look
here,"
said Joyce, "if Flaherty does not go
to the field, I don't play third base.
See!"
Flaherty went to the field, Joyce
played thitd base and Houston won.

BROKEN

HEARTED"

CLUB

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

De-Wi- tt

r

their worst form will soon pass away
if you will apply DeWltt's
Witch
Hazel Salve night and morning. Best
for Cuts, Burns, Bolls, Tetter. Eczema, etc. Miss M. H. Mlddleton,
Thebes, 111., says: "I was seriously
afflicted with a fever sore that was
very painful. DeWltt's Witch Hazel
Salve cured me In a few days. Sold
by all druggists.

I

New Tailor Shop.
"TO THE BENCH FOR YOURS."
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
"Hi, wait a Lit." yelled Joyce to i..e has reopened a tailor shop on North
pitcher. Then he turned and waved First street, where be Is ready to
his hand at .McCloskey.
clean, press and repair ladles' and
"Mac. you are the limit.
Chase gents' clothing. Suits made to order.

yourself omen the game," shouted Patronage of former customers solicit
Joyce. "Here, Flaherty, you play ed. '
right field, and if you can't stop
grounders we'll get you a net."
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Subscribe for The ClUren and get
Register.
McClobkey was red the news.
Owner-Manage-

muuhw)

This Enormous Sale
A

jit.

THE

UNDER
THE AUSPICES OF THE
(In effect November 12, 1905 )
WOMAN'S CLUB, AT THE ELKS'
Eaitbound.
OPERA HOUSE, FRIDAY NIGHT, No. 2,
Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
DECEMBER 1.
a. m., departs 8:30 a. nt.
One of the merriest, gayest, jolll-est- , No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. vai, departs 12:09 a. m.
prettiest
little theatrical performances ever seen in Albuquerque, No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p m., departs
Is to be held on the night of Decem7:45 p. m.
ber 1, at the Elks' opera house, under
the auspices of the Woman's club of No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrive
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. ni.
Albuquerque. Besides being a theatWestbound.
rical event, It will also be the leading social event of the season. All No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p.
ni., departs 8:15 p. m.
the members of the cast a.re well
known membeVs of Albuquerque so- No. 3, California Limited, arrives
ciety, and this gives an added inter- 11:10 a. ni., departs 11:20 a. m.
est to the performance, aside from No. 7, Mexico p. California Express,
10:45
in., departs 11:69.
the fact that It is given under the No.arrives
9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
auspices of the woman's leading orSouthbound.
ganization of the city. The cast la
Don't Be Deceived.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:16
as follows:
I)o not be deceived by counterfeits Major McCool, a retired lrixh major
p. ni.
when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
Mr. J. 1.. Wilson Local freight train. No. 99, southname of E. C.
bound, departs at 6 a. m., and car& Co. Is on Chus. Piedell, (of the Inner Temple)
every box of the gelnuine. Piles In
ries passengers.
Mr. Kirk Bryan

DIs-ent-

Sure

Sin

of Excellence.

13 10 Million Bottles
Budwebef sold since 1S75. This exceeds the output
of all other bottled beers. There must be some reason
for this popularity, and if you will taste a bottle of
13 u J'.vciser you'll know for yourself.
.V

Si
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URMMB if JrSLJCt

FAILED TO ESCAPE

NEW IRRIGATION

EVENING CITIZEN.

UI

Frank

Flexor, (of Ouins)

Mr. Joe Scottl
Arthur Chomley, (of the Guards)..
Mr. L. C. Bennett
Members of the Broken Hearted
Club.
Mrs. Ixivebird. . .Miss Ada Campfleld
Miss louisa Llpscombe
Miss May llazeldine
Miss Sue Dohson.
Miss Ida Parke
Miss Caroline Willowby
Miss Ellen Salter
Miss Cissy Maythorne
Miss Mabel Strong
Miss CamlU Sixioner
Miss Helen Rodey
Mr. Howard Clark
Perkins
"The Broken Hearted Club" is a
comedietta written by J. Sterling
Coyne, and has never been produced
In this city.

I

vBeers

K'.i.lwtiser is brewcl :ir. i bottled
oi;ly at the lmiue pi.nU of ti;c

Anheuser-Busc-

Utt.

Louis, I . S. A.

Orders

Chas.
MM

.

Brewing Ass'n

h

1

ru, aptly lMad

"Sarah's Young Man."
(A farce, in one act, by W. E. Suter.)
Mr. Mougrldgc.
(a victim ef the
(Jre.-Monster)
Mr. A. Trimble
Harry Fielding, (rather prepossessing and rat In r fast)
Mr. 1.. ('. Il.nnett
Sam Shoeloaf, (of the people's tea
pot and Sarah's voting man)...
Mr. II. S. Pickard
Moggridge.
(it sympathetic
Mrs.
. Cains
Mrs I).
niarmu.ii

)
j

I

I'lice of admission
Id served se tts
At the Kli.s' theater Friday
ing, December 1.

Hum, Distributor, Albuquerque, N. M.
n

IW1W.m,lllWlH

Col "lie! R. M. M'mre, who has been
stationed in I. as Vegas for three
months as Chinese inspect or for tlte
I'niied States government in this territory, has been recalled, to serve at
his home in San Anionio. Texas, just
when In- - had determined to move his
family and make his home at l.as
although he is ghid n' the sattit-tiuito
rejoin nis fjtnil.
Ve-tU-

e

MHIIWri

If In need of fine licuors for family
and medicinal purposes, call on Er
nest Meyers &. Co., 116 West Silver'
avenue.

Duu't w ;:t for an cxjiloslon
with s.is the humane way.

cook
'

BIDS

Waiting doesn't pay.
Santa Fe, N: M., November 16, 1905.
If you neglect the aching back,
Sealed proposals will be received by
Urinary troubles, diabetee, surely the board of New Mexico penitentiary
follow.
commissioners at the office of
Doan'8 Kidney Pills relieve back superintendent, until 10 o'clock a. thtt
ache,
on Monday, November 27, 1905, for
Cure every kidney 111.
furnishing and delivering at the New
Albuquerque citizens endorse them Mexico penitentiary the supplies
hereMrs. M. J. Butler,
residence 717 inafter mentioned, or so much thereEast street, says: "When I went to of as the board may deem sufficient.
a
city
drug
store
for Doan's Payment for said supplies will b
Kidney pills, I had an attack of back- made In cash. Delivery of all sap-plie- s
ache. It was only one of many which
except perishable articles' must
had annoyed me for two or three be as directed by the superintendent.'
years. At first they were mild, and
Samples will be required of all artiI expected that they would leave Just
cles marked with an asterisk, and
as mysterfously as they came, but these
be labeled, showing the
with the passing of time the attacks name should
of bidder, price, etc., and must
were more frequent and of longer du- be delivered
to the superintendent not
ration. I used three boxes of Doan's later than 9 o'clock
on said day.
Kidney Pills and was rewarded with
All bids must be made strictly In acan entire cessation of the aching. Up cordance
the condltiona on blank
to date, and It Is considerably over proposals, with
which will be furnlBhed by
six months since I stopped the treat- the superintendent
application; no
ment, there has not been a sign of bid otherwise made on
will be entertainany
recurrence."
Arrives From South.
ed. A bond will 'be required from
For eale by all delers. Price 50 all successful bidders
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:5
for
cents. Foster-Mllbura. m.
Co., Buffalo, N. ful fulfillment of contracts tha faithwithin tea
No. 10 makes all local stops east of Y., sole agents for the United States. days after date of
award:
Remember the name Doan's and
Albuquerque.
60.0DO lbs, flour.
55
take no other.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
5,000 lbs. beans.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
1,000 lbs. oatflakes.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
CONTRACTORS, ATTENTION.
1.000 lbs. rice.
San Francisco.
30 cases laundry soap.
Proposals, or bids for the construcAll trains daily.
50 lbs. black pepper, whole.
y
tion of a
brick business
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
500 lbs. K. C. baking powder, 51b.
building, with cellar, stone founda- cans.
tion, of 50x80 feet, are solicited. Bids
Everv Ounce You Eat.
6 cases California fruits, assorted.
Every ounce of food you cat that falls will be received until December 6,
6 cases canned corn.
to digest does a pound of harm. It 1905. at 10 a. m the architect re200 lbs. laundry starch, bulk.
turns the entire meal into poison. This serving the right to reject any or all
500 lbs. sal soda, bulk.
can
not only deprives the blood of the nec- bids. Plans and specifications
25 cases roasted coffee.
essary
k
material, but It be had by applying to O. Palladino,
4 barrels syrup.
poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is architect, 331 North Fourth street.
100 lbs, baking soda. l's.
a perfect dlgestant. It digests the food
2,500 lbs. lard compound. 50 lb. cans.
A Disastrous Calamity.
regardless of the condition of the
180 lbs. tea, 10 lb. bexes.
It Is a disastrous calamity, when
stomach. It allows that organ to rest
5 cases matches.
ami get strong again. Relieves the you lose your health, because Indi2 cases
Belching, Heart Burn. Sour Stomach, gestion and constipation have sapped ldb. cans. Greenwich concentrated lye
Indigestion, Palpitation of the Heart. it away. Prompt relief can be bad In
1 gross scrub brushes.
They
Dr. King's New Life Pills.
?tc. Sold by all druggists.
1 grosB brooms.
build up your digestive organs, and
1,000 Hs. dried peas.
A fine place to whit
away the cure headache, dizziness, colic, con1 case corn starch, l's.
hours at the pool hall, No. 115 West stipation, etc. Guaranteed by all drug2,000 lbs. dry salt bacon.
Kail road avenue.
gists; 25c.
1,000 lbs. corn meal.
6 cases 3 lb. Las C'ruces tomatoes.
7o sacks granulated sugar.
case salmon, IS's.
tin, Oho lbs. fresh beef, prime quality,
neclis and shanks excluded.
I doz, pint bottles vanilla extract.
1
doz. pint bottles lemon extract.
Rheumatism
usually worse in Winter because of the cold and damp-ts- s
Sou lbs. red chile, ground.
aw other changed conditions of the climate. The occasional twinges
The board of New Mexico penitenof the disease that ars felt during the warmer weather are changed to ieic-in- tiary
commissioners
reserves
the
piins. the muscles become inflamed and swollen, the nerves Kit sore and right to reject any and all bids.
exciU-dIn
submitting bids for above supthe bones ache, and Rheumatism, the terror of winter, takes possession of the system. Then the suflerer turns to the linimet,. bottle, the plies, bidders should write plainly on
envelope
the following:
"Bids for
woolen clothes, the favorite plaster or some home remedy, in an effort to get
Uut Rheumatism is not a trouble that can be rubbed away or druwn supplies for the New Mexico penitenrelief
tiary,"
with tiie name or names of
out with a plaster; these things relieve the pain and reduce the inflammation, bidder or
to avoid the openbut do not reach the real cause of the trouble, and at the next exposure an- ing of samebidders,
by mistake.
other attack comes on. Rheumatism is caused by a sour, acid condition of
Hy order of the board of New Mex
the blood The refuse matter and bodily impurities w hich should be carried ico penitentiary commissioners.
off through the channels of nature have been left in the system because of
H. O. BURSUM.
indigestion, weak Kidneys torpid Liver and a general sluggish condition of
Superintendent
Samples may be sent separately
the svstem
These impurities jour and form uric acid, whith is absorbed by
Id
marked and numbered, to the sil
od and distributed to the different muscles, joints, nerves and bones,
the
S. S S goes to the root of perinteudent.
cauaiui the painful symptoms of Rheumatism
the trouble and cures Rheumatism by cleansing
Nature Needs But Little.
the blood It neutralizes the acids anil filters
Nature needs only a l.lttle Karly Riser
them out of the I'ircul.rtion and sends a stream ol now
then to keep the boweU
pute. rich blood to all pails of the body. Then clean, and
the liver active, and the system
in If inini.it ion Kolii'eE
t',the rains cease,. the
tree from blla. headaches, coustlpa
:
.
.
every sviuptom ot thertisei ;i tioti, etc. ' The famous little pilLa
PURELY VEGETABLE. nerVL's arequu-UMpasses away and the cure is permanent. S.
S. "Karly Risers" are pleasant In effect
is purely
and does r.ut injure the svstem as do those medicines coti-- j and perfection in action. Tuoy never
t .tiiitig Potash and other minerals
Hook on Rheumatism and medical advice; gripe or sicken, but tona and strength1 en tiie liver aud U; Ineys.
.tuout charge.
Sold by ail
T
CQmf A TLANTAf C4
swtFT

RHEUMATISM

THE TERROR
OF WINTER

1
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PENITENTIARY
H-- ve.

tissue-buildln-

Chinese Inspector Ordered to Report
Again at San Antonio.

1

TIME.

Just At Scores of People

two-stor-

HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED.
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Arniinta. (the admire and admirer
Miss Helen Ftodey
of Harry)
Sarah Til.b.-- . la n.ii.d of all work.
witli a tttioiig antipathy to while
hais)
Mrs. E. I.. Medl. r

TAKE IT
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

A Potpourri Gathered

By The Citizen Publishing Company
President

000000X0CK00

Business Manager

THE MORNING PAPER
"Editor Journal: Can you tell me what the

Kven-1n-

s

Citizen means by "the Aftermath.1 which It refers
In Its editorial column? Is It a joke? And
what does It mean?
"Answer It refers to a weekly publication known
s the Advertiser, with w'.ilch the other weakly
on the corner of Paradise alley has been having
Yes, It is
m dispute as to whlrh prints the news first.
a Joke, and If you don't know what it means you are
no b;tt?r oft than the rest of the people."
The foregoing appeared in a recent issue of the
Albuquerque Aftermath, and no doubt, like the "specials" which that paper so laboriously spreads out upon
its short pages short on news and short in length
this fabrication was concocted in the Aftermaths own
office, and Is the evidently admired bantling of the
second-han- d
fiddle's spasmodically aroused mentality.
No one who reads The Citizen enough to know
that H "so often in Us editorial columns" refers to the
Aftermath makes mention of the Aftermath had been
a more correct expression would need ask what the
term means; and certainly at one who rtads the morning paper, though it re ever so casually, would for a
moment think of asking that paper for the definition of
aftermath, or of any other word not in the ordinary
Nor would anyone with invocabulary of the street.
telligence enough to wonder at the meaning of a word
with which he was not familiar, take the trouble to
write to the morning paper for the definition of a term
he could easily, quickly and correctly ascertain for
himself by a moment's glance into an ordinary dictionary.
fiddle would gladly inNo doubt the second-han- d
duce Its readers to believe that the name Aftermath
Ib ncrt applied to the morning paper but to the Weekiy
Advertiser a better paper, by the way, in the estimaFailing in
tion of many, than the morning excuse.
this, It would persuade them that the use of the name
"Is a joke"; and as a last shred of comfort a drowning
man catching at a straw it Is hugging to its fainting
heart the absurd hope that because it is Ignorant of
the meaning of a good English word of not infrequent
use, it is no worse off "than the rest of the people."
The Citizen has dubbed the morning paper the
because of its afterness in
Aftermath
Albuquerque
everything:
Because its news 1b a second crop from
the day before, which field The Citizen had already
mowed, giving the news the day it happened; because
its picture service comes to it after publication in
other papers; because Its specials are generally stolen
from other papers without credit; because even its
name is second-hanAlso its fiddle is second hand,
and about the entire paper there is nothing first class
but its boundlessly audacious claims claims to purity,
efficiency and sense, of all of which it is notoriously
destitute and its incomparable capacity for lying.
Conscious of Its own inferiority and lucking the
ability to le better, it knows no means of rising but
by trying to pull others down.
It lis the well earned contempt of the three leading dailies of the territory, and in the weekly press it is rare to find the
morning rag either complimented or quoted.

to so often

pub-Jicatl-

d.

THE STAGE TODAY
Few of us in the provinces, to use an EngliBh

k,

A TERRIBLE NEMESIS
dispatch
says
San

Juuu
that when Nan
District Aitorney Jerome had
beeu
she became hysterical and could not
be calmed.
The Florodora girl who figured In v'hree
trials for the murder of Caesar Young and is at liberty
under suspended prosecution, is said to be a nervous
With her husband she is in Porto Rico seekwreck.
ing quiit.
But time and seclusion fail to bing rest
to one who is tired at soul. In the shadow of a charge
of murder there is no peace. The fact that at any time
upon her return to the United States Jerome may resume
his prosecution of her, hounds her continually.
Alienated indeed from her own land and from peace
is she who has an hottest man against her.
Restless is
one above whose head Jut ice hangs, like the sword of
Damocles, suspended by a slender thread.
Comfortless
is the one whose conscience is the ceaseless torment of
an abject fear. If to the fear is added remorse the condition becomes deplorable Indeed,
from

Patterson heard that

1

Although Japan has revealed herself as highly enlightened In so many spheres of civilization, she has not
yet applied reformatory principles to the Institution of
marriage.
There is as yet no such thing in Japan as
equality between the sexes.
The law relating to marriage recognizes no wrong except on the part of the wife,
from whom the husband may obtain a divorce by
merely asserting that he Is tired of her, or upon any ot
the following grounds: Disobedience, adultery, barrenness, Jealousy, physical antipathy, talkativeness or theft.
When a girl is about to marry, her mother impresses
upon her rules of conduct to be followed during her wedded life. Some of these are: Be always amiable to your
mother-in-laDon't talk much.
and fahtre-in-laGet up early, go to bed late, and never sleep In the afternoon. Until you are fifty never mix In crowds. Do not
Do not wear light clothes. Be
consult fortune-teller- s.
humble and polite. Never allow yourself to be jealous.
Even if your husband Is in the wrong, never get angry.
Never speak evil of your neighbors. Strict obedience to
a husband is a wife's noblest virtue. Harper's Weekly.

THANKSGIVING

WOOL

Closing quotations received Vy T. J.
Grsf & Ci., correspondent for Ixy-m & Bryan, Barnett building.

Ana let these

altars wreathed with
flowers
j
And piled with fruits, awake again
Thanksgivings for the golden hours,
The early and th utter rain.
Whittles.

89
AmalKnma"d Copper
142(,
American S'luar
88
Atchison, common
113 Va
Baltimore & Ohio
Brooklyn KnM Transit
8R4
Canadian Pacific.
...172
Colorado Fuel & Iron
4fii
Colorado Southern, common..,, 26
43V4
Colorado Southern, second
Chicago, Great Western, common 21
C.

0

&

Erie, common
ETle, first
Louisville A. Nashville
Missouri Psciflc
Metropolitan
Mexican Central
New York Central
Norfolk
Reading, common
Pennsylvania
Rock IManri. common
Rock Island, pfd
Rep. Iron & Steel, common
Rep. Iron At Steel, pfd
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal & Iron
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific, common

64
49

Here in Fine Variety

151i

lOOft
120
23

Suits, Top Coats and Overcoats In all the late and correct styles.
all sorts of Toggery in the Choicest creations.

....150

.

...

86
1 3814
140
24
62
32
02
69
179

M. MANDBLL, fine ciiOTm?

33
137
38
104
21

....

404t4

V

45
27
53

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City. Mo., Nov. 27. Cattle
llpf'i.liiU 11 111)0 inclnillntr 1 nnn a. nth.
ems; market steady; native steers,
$3.50(56;
southern steers, $2.404;
southern cows. $1.75ig3; native cows
and neirers. ?::.." (p. 4.20: nuns, izrj)
3.25;
calves. $2.50 6.25; western
steers. $2.4(1(5 4.50: western cows.
$1.73

004K04C.4

at Our New Salesroom

Call

3.25.

4.000;
Sheep Receipts,
market
stendy; muttons, $4.25 5.60; lambs,
5. 25 g 7.10; range
wethers, $5 5.60;
led ewes, :s.utifri4.tS3.

206 WEST

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Nov. 27. Cattle Receipts,
33,000; market steady to 10c lower;
beeves, $3. 15(f? 6.6$; cows and heifers, $1.25 (ft 4.25; stockers and feeders,
$2ffi4.15; Texans, $3.40W4; westerns,

$24.75.
Sheep
sleadv;

30,000;
Receipts,
sheep, $4.50i&6.95;

000

THE SQUARE MUSIC

$4.7.(S7.50.

DEALERS.

0400OSOtC'Oe C0 040000OeK

ANNOUNCEMENT

TOQjiATE. TO CLASSIFY

flour.

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.

Albuquerque,

New-

M. BERGER

Mexico.

114

xxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxx

00000000400
WHERE TO DINE WELL

1

Do you know that of ii? luu
The Japanese Lottet.
counties iu Kansas forty-fou- r
are without a pauper,
Othcial returns of the losses of the Japanese army
tweuty-fiv- e
have uo
and thirty-seve- n
have In the war Jusi closed tihow that 4fi,180 were killed,
nut a single occupant in Jail end thirty-seve- n
have not 10,t7u died from wounds, and I.r,3oo died from disease,
a criminal case on docket? .
a toiai of 72.450 dead.

CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour Is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any particular. Its flavor is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable In a family

jj

.

WANTED Roomers and boarders;
no Invalids. 815 South Edith street.

Santa

FOR

Corner Second and Marquette.

I.earnard & Llndemann will give
their grand opening of their new
store tomorrow afternoon and evening. A special musical program has
been prepared and all the music loving people of this city are invited to
call, aud enjoy the program.

F"e

Installment Plan

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

J

Easy Payments

FURNITURE,

STOVES, RANGES,
SHADES,
OUTFITS.

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

WINDOW
CAMPING

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE

6c CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

THANKSGIVING
DINNER WA HE SALE

our Dinner Glassware department.
Now is the accepted time. Our assortments are at flood tide more complete than ever before.
CUT PRICES FOR THANKSGIVIn

f

in"

M

l

Ifcl'
VJV

ING SALE.

56 PIECE DINNER SETS, REDUCED.
$13 Pink Rose Pattern, now....$io.00

$14.75
now

IN

Light

Blued

coloring,

$11.00

American Beauty Pattern. .. .$6.50
College Dinner Set, 42
pieces, gold decoration
$4.75
GLASSES.
Bo.--t
ever offered, per doz
4cc
TEA POT SPECIALS.
A 5Hc line for
S5e
A :!")c line for
25c
A l'5c line for
2Cc
Ask to see our new line of artvrare
PARLOR LAMP SPECIALS.
$fi Klk decoration
$4.50 and tine iherware, carving sets, etc.
$5 1' e for
$4.00
$8

SEASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

$7..r.o

I

Two Thousand Pounds

1

A

A

iThe

OF

Furniture Co,

Mo-Brai-n

a
to
GOLD

Turkeys

AVK.

Albuquerque

PRICES IN PLAIN FIGURES
Foundry and

Machine Works o

t.

MALL, Proprietor
R.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Shaftings,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
RQlrm on Mining and Mill Maehlnmry m poelmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Ducks
Chickens

Thanksgiving. Leave

your orders now and you
will get first choice.

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS
KaMman Kodaks and Phtoraphlc
Supplies
Fine Stationery. Iluyler s & l.owney's Candies
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs

PRICE GUARANTEED
Exclusive agent:
SeatsMpt Oysters

t

HOUSE

Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
carte,
Service a la
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

For

0004fO0

vT-tST-

uluu Liitm

04X00040X0400

"-

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 27. Wool
steady; territory and western me
diums. 26fi30c; fine medium, 22(g"2fic; xxxxxxxxxTxzxxxrxxxxxxxxzx
r. intmnu piiid iiicdv lun M 1
fine, I9tr21c.
nnu

0400CC00000
THE NEW YORK FAIR

Regular Customer,
r,
Uncle Erastus, the village plasterer aud
who had married aud buried four wives, was
about to acquire the fifth.
He went to the bouse of
the Presbyterian minister, a venerable man who had
officiated at several of his previous weddings, to make
arrangements to be married there the following evening.
"Of course I shall be glad to marry you to your new
wife, Uiicle 'Rastus," said the minister.
"This will be
the third or fourth time for me, won't it?
How does
it happen, uncle, that you never
have a colored
preucher tie the knot for you?"
"Well, suh," he answered, "I's kind o' got in de
habit o' giitln' a white man to do my marrytu', an' 1
reckon I'll alius do it.
i's turrihle sot in uiy wavs.

GOLD AVENUE

LEARNARD & LINDEMA NN

market
lambs,

O0OO4IOOO4OO4l0

A

000C040K0

We Have M

29t4

W

Hats, Neckwear. Gloves and

Here's to a pleasant Thanksgivingl

354
1234

Wisconsin Central, common
V. S. Leather, common
Greene Copper
Ai

t

ii

U. S. 8., common
U. S. 8., pfd
Wabash, common

O.

'Thanksgiving la the time when every Man and Boy should appear at his best and neatly clothed
from head to foot. Everything a Man or Boy wears is

Lunch counter in fcatoon tor rent JEMEZHOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE !
cheap. Also cook wanted. Apply to
B. E. Day, Propr., 212 North Third
Carries the United States mail;
street.
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
GRAND BALL.
Thanksgiving night, Elks bait room. rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble A
the
GOGALION CLUB.
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
Power of the Press.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
The Lyric Male Quartette will be
The value of newspaper publicity Is both indicated one
attractions
musical
special
the
of
and impugned in the story below, which comes from at Learnard
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
& Llndemann's opening
Madame.
of their new store tomorrow afternoon DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL.
The man who approached the editor's desk was and evening.
visibly excited.
"It's all through your wretched paper!" he spluttered.
"What's the matter now?" asked the editor, without
looking up from his leader on the Chinese boycott, for
he was used to .excited gentlemen.
"Why, you stated the day before yesterday that a
ANTONIO ARMIJO & CO.
thief had entered my room, broken open my desk and
stolen a sum of money, but t hat fortunately
he had
Gent's Furnishing; Goods Now Arriving
overlooked the gold watch which usually lies in the
lower small drawer."
Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street.
"Well," said the editor, "weren't the facts stated
correctly?"
"Correctly?" the excited gentleman repeated, derisively.
"Yes, that's Just the trouble.
The man came
again lust night and took my watch, and he'd never
have known where It was If you hadn't told him.''

"

e,

METAL

w

if the rise iu the market quotations of Mexican silver
as quoted from New York recently continue, it will indicate the greatest era of prosperity for Mexico that
country lias ever experienced, according to A. J. Ortiz,
the representative of that government iu New York. It
will mean the reopening ot may silver mines that have
neretofore beeu idle.
in many ,,f these Americans are
interested and it will mean mining on a profitable basis.
This condition of affairs will not only benefit Mexico, according to Mr. Ortiz, but Colorado as well; and he could
have added, also New Mexico.
There are many Idle
liver mines in this territory which are iu that condition
now because of the lack of demand for their products.
Once silver Is placed on a paying basis again, the mines MUiah Pa'kf-r.in Colorado and New Mexico will be reopened hH w,.i u
those Iu Mexico and there will be a boom m silver
A Great World Map.
Geogiaphei's representing the principal nations are
at work upon a map of the entire earth on a scale of
New Mexican: President
Roosevelt evidently
1
to l,nuii,iinii, and Professor Penck, the German geoyoung
In
men. Captain Frank Frantz, who ih to grapher,
reports that 69 bheels ont of 437 planned had
uucceed (iovernor Fergussou of Oklahoma, is only
On this map the
years of age; Herbert J. Hagerman, whose appoititmeut been completed up to March last.
United Stales will cover an area nearly 10 feet long.
to the governorship of New Mexico, to take effect on Jan- A
distance of one mile will be represented by a space
uary 'Si,
has been announced, Is 34 years old; Judge about
of an Inch long.
There are, or
Nave, recently appointed to succeed Judge Tucker, of the
supreme bench of the territory of Arizona, is 33 years course, many maps of- small areas on a much larger
old; Judge W, H. Pope was only 31 years of age when scale than this, but to represent the whole face of the
appointed to the supreme bench of this territory, and known world on this scale is an undertaking of much
many other appointments have been those of men who Interest.
have Just turned the thirty years' point.
But this is no
Cable to China and Japan.
wonder, as President Roosevelt himself Is the youngest
A direct cable frain the I'niied States to China and
man ever elevated to the presidency of the I'nitej Slates.
Japan is assured by Hbe grant of the necessary concesSince being rejuvenated, the Trinidad Advertiser sions by the Chinese and Japanese governments to enis uow one of the best papers that comes to the exchange ter Shanghai and Yokohama.
The cable connections
table of The Citizen, but one fault has been discovered. will be made by extending ihe preseut lines of the
Us sclchois editor dips many articles from The Citizen, Commercial Pacific Cable company, which run from
and instead of giving proper credit, nuts a dute to them Sau Francisco to Manila by way of Honolulu aud Mid- Q
IttlnnrfM
K
.iMIum
r,l..ll...l
.
- - .,
...
.....
-'
t give the impression that the matter is telegraphic. tt'SVJ Allll' fllIMm
-"
.1
nil,
J
Tliua it follows the example set by the Albuquerque cable from Ouam direct to Yokohama; and China by a
cable from Manila to Shanghai.
Aftermath In i's treatment of papers generally.
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Read These Rules, Ye Merry Wives.
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Virtue of Restitution.
An Interesting story concerning a case of restitution
has recently come to light In Chicago. ' The man who
tells the story Is one of those to whom the money was
paid.
He said: Some years ago I suffered a revere
loss by fire, In the destruction of a warehouse. When
it came to settling the insurance, the agent who had
placed the policy deliberately '"did me up," as the saying
goes.
I told him flatly I thought he was a swindler.
The terms of my contract were plain.
The loss was
Indisputable.
Yet the sum which the company paid me
Of course
could have gone to law,
was insignificant.
but who but a lunatic wants to go to law? Three years
later I received a note from the agent, asking for an
appointment.
You can imagine how suprprlsed i was
when, on seeing him, he handed me a check which righted my loss.
"What does this mean?" 1 asked him.
"I heard a sermon on honesty In business last Sunday," he replied, "and It convinced me.
I'm trying to
That
repair my sins.
Your case was one of them.
It's my own
sermon will cost me ten thousand dollars.
money, not the company's.
to God,
It's a
on my part; and with God's help, I am going to try to be
honest in the future."
Some years rolled by and my friend seemed to prosper better than ever.
I met him one night, and asked
him how things were going with him.
"Finely," he replied.
"Do you remember that sermon that converted me years ago?
Well, hearing that
1
sermon was the bet stroke of business 1 ever did.
believe you placed some more Insurance with me after
1
paid you that conscience-monedidn't you?"
"Yes, I did," I replied. "You deserved It."
"Well, others did the same. I got the reputation
of being square. And 1 was square. I was honest wim
the company and honest with the men who suffered
kisses.- - I did as I would be done by.
At first it came
pretty hard to put out my own money to make up for
But 1 did it, and I
what I had saved to the company.
made right settlements.
When I was converted I made
up my mind that I should lose money by it; but 1 was
My business more than doubled in a year."
mistaken.
Such Is the story of the man who made restitution.
Here are the words of the sermon to which he listened
the words which helped his conscience to make the
change:
"Don't you think for a moment that you can salve
your soul by saying to. yourself that the thieving you
If your busipractice is excused by business methods.
ness methods demand that you cheat your neighbor",
drop them and get new ones.
"How can you go to bed at night and sleep sleep
with hell yawning open at your left hand and God calling you at your right?
You. may give your weulth
away, you may build churches with It, you may expend
it in charity, but your conscience will whip you like a
fury, and you cannot escape it or escape from God."
It was a wholesome, strong word, and it helped to
right one life.
Many another life. If the same admonition were heeded, would find, if not increased prosperity,
a peace which no dishonest wealth, however respectably
acquired, can ever afford to Its possessor.

theat-

rical term, have adequate idea of the gorgeousness and
At t'
cost of theatrical presentations in great cities.
New York city, recently was pro
New Amsterdam,-IThis
duced the long awaited Drury Lane spectacle.
year it is called "The White Cat," and while decidedly
English, has been doctored by American composers and
llbretlsts to make it palatable for the American taste.
IJke all other speclaales of its kind, the fairy element
dominates.
The story in brief concerns the adventures of Hard-lucthe thirteenth King of Malaria, and bis three sons.
The populace has decided to dethrone the king for grafting, and hearing of this, he offers to give his throne to
th first person who shall find the golden net. Like all
fairy plays everything ends happily.
The big ballet features of the gorgeous production
are "The Enchanted Orchard," in which all the fruits
are represented in dances, processions and groupings,
rivaling in artistic beauty the famous "Four Seasons" in
In the "Wedding of Na"The Beauty and the Beast."
tions," fully 350 persons are employed.
Compared with
"Humpty Dumpty" and "Mother Goose," the Drury I,ane
offerings of previous years, the present extravaganza is
far superior in gorgeousness and elegance, and why not,
since $125,11(1(1 in real money whs expended In its production.
(
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MclNTOSllvs. ROMERO ft

PLAN EXCURSION TO
THOREAU ON SUNDAY

MRS. DAME ENTER- -

AGAIN IN COURT

ONE NIGHT ONLY

Mrs. W. E. Dame, of 410 West Gold

Celebrated Yabach! Dance by Plantiff Desires Defendant
Restrained From Cutting
2,000 Navaios is the
Timber in Manzos.
Occasion.
SANTA

1

FE GRANTS

HALF

RATE

1

Judge Abbott today took up the case
of William Mcintosh versus Eugonio
Romero, a suit wherein the plaintiff
asks the court to restrain the defendant from cutting ties from his land on
the Manzano mountains.
This is a case continued from last
spring. The defendant had a contract
to cut ties from the Chilill grant, and
In doii.g sc. the plaintiff alleges, cut
timber which was not on the grant.
There Is some discrepancy an to the
boundary lines of the grant, which 1
a community grant made by the Spanish government. The description of
the property is very vague, mountain
tups and streams being used as points
from which boundary lines are drawn.
McClure Ask for Change of Venue.
Through his attorneys, V. B. Chil-deand W. C. Heacock, Kmello McClure, the alleged murderer of Nicolas Sanchez and Carmel Baca, two
ranchmen, at the La Posta crossing of Owen.
the Rio Puerco last spring, has asked
POLICE COURT.
for a change of venue, and Judge Abbott has set next Wednesday us the
day for taking the application up.
Salvador Gabaldon was sentenced to
The crime for which McClure Is sixty days In the county Jail In Judge
held Ib one of the most cowardly ever Crawford's court this morning
for
committed in Bernalillo county. The having in Jiis possession a deadly
victims were coming to the city with weapon. The weapon Gabaldon had
several loads of wool and had stopped was a pistol, which he carried stuck
at crossing La Posta for the night. under his trousers belt. The city au
The next day tbelr bodies were found thorities intend to stop this gun
COMMISSIONERS RETURN
at the bottom of a well. The heads "toting" habit, though it may prove a
of both bodies had been cut open with little dear for the unsophisticated.
MONEY TO TERRITORY an ax, which was found near the Gabaldon Is
man
the fourth sixty-dascene.
McClure, who was with the to be sent to the county jail this
finding
party
dny
to
previous
the
the
NEW
MEXICO
month for carrying a gun.
WORLD'S FAIR
of the body, was suspected and nt
Three victims of the liquor cup
COMMISSION DID NOT USE ALL once arrested for the crime.
were sentenced to serve five days at
OF $30,000 APPROPRIATED.
hard labor.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
The New Mexico Louisiana PurDON'T WAIT.
chase Exposition commission is about
to establish an unusual precedent for
Dionlsio Chaves, age 76 years, and
Come now to Mrs. Wilson's and
New Mexico commissions. At a meet- one of the early settlers of New Mex get your stamping
done. New pat
ing, which is taking place at Santa Fe ico, died yesterday
morning at the terns, such as Initials for door pan
today, for the purpose of making a home of his son, Meliton Chaves, 5i8 els, eagles, anchors, stors for chil
final report to the governor, It will West Silver avenue. The funeral will dren's clothes, patterns
for sofa pil
return to the territorial treasury some take place tomorrow morning at 9 lows, slipper case. laundry
bags
$1,500 or the $30,0uO appropriated for o'clock from the Sacred Heart church.
shaving cases, Christmas greetings
It to spend.
Dlonisio Chaves lived many years etc. Corner of Gold avenue and Third
This information was given out this in Valencia county and took an active
morning by W. B. Walton, secretary part In politics, holding many county st reet.
of the commission, and M. W.
offices of trust. The following chil
LADIES' TAILORING.
commissioner for New Mex- dren mourn the death of their father:
Madame Gross, of New York- city,
ico to the fair, who were passing Mrs. Soledad Sanchez y Chaves, Mell
through the city this morning en ton, Jose E. Julian and Ramon Chaves will open December 1, In the New
building, corner of Railroad averoute from their home at Silver City and Mrs. Juanlta A bey t a and Mrs.
nue and Third street, room 26. Ridto Santa Fe to attend the meeting.. Adelaida Baca.
ing habits, walking skirts, shirt
Dr. F. A. Jones, who had charge of
Fairfield Sylvester, who was taken waists, shirt waist suits, fancy gowns
"New Mexico's mining exhibit to the
talr, and also a member of the terrl to the Sisters' Hospital last week and waists.
Remodeling, pressing, cleaning. All
torial commission, went to Santa Fe Buffering from what was thought at
done by experienced men.
this morning to attend the final meet first to be typhoid fever, died last work
Address, meanwhile, 911 North Secnight from the rupture of a blood ves
ing of the commission,
'
sel of the stomach. The deceased was ond street Phone 724.
Sylvester
firm
a
member
of
the
of
CASE OF SOUR GRAPES
Bros., of Monte Vista, Colo., and
to New Mexico several weeks
WITH DR. GORDON came
ago to buy lambs. The remains will
be shipped to Colorado for burial.
IRRESPONSIBLE TEACHER SLAN
.Mrs. E. StanHeart failure-claimeDERS SCHOOL OF MINE3 BE
FROM ton, an aged lady on delayed train No.
CAUSE OF DISMISSAL
2, Saturday,
as the train' passed
American De Forest
THE FACULTY.
over the continental divide. The reshipwere
prepared
mains
here
for
county
C. T. Brown, the
Socorro
mining man, who passed through the ment to the home In Superior, Wis.
Wireless Telegraph
city this morning en route to Santa
explained
Fe,
the motive for the at STATEHOOD COMMITTEE
Stock
tack made bv one Dr. C. H. Gordon,
on" the New Mexico School of Mines
OF LEAGUE MEETS
In an attenuated article In this morn
A SMALL BLOCK AT A
ing's issue of the Morning Journal. It
is a clear case of sour gra.pes. Gor- AND DISCUSSED IMPORTANT MATBARGAIN
geof
don was dismissed as teacher
TERS MEETING HELD SATURby
spring
ology at the school last
DAY NIGHT AT RODEY'S OFFICE.
President Charles R. Keyes, woo
doing his work as head of the
The executive committee of the terinstitution, Is now doing the work for ritorial
league
which Gordon was drawing a salary met Saturday eveningstatehood
Cripple Creek, Colo.
at B. S. Rodey's
last year.
office
transacted
considerable
and
exdoing
The School of Mines is
business. The jointure petitions sent
emplary work, and has more advanced out
a short time ago had come In In
students registered this year than considerable
numbers and were signed
ever before.
by hundreds of citizens. Letters were
0. W. Strong's Sons
received from many places stating
HAS RETURNED TO
that the petitions were being signed
STRONG BLOCK.
CITY FROM RANGES ill) and would be sent in In a few days.
Nearly every county Is going to hold
a Joint statehood county convention,
Hon. Frank A. . Hubbell, who was but the executive committee lias not
down at his sheep ranch lu the
yet determined upon a territorial conTA
mountains, the past ten days, vention. Every county convention
mornyesterday
city
to
the
will pass Jointure
returned
resolutions and
ing, and s around mingling with the wire the president and the presiding
Falrvlew
people today. This has been a ban- officers of both houses of congress of Superintendents
ner year for Mr. Ilnbhell in the sheep the fact. The counties that have
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
business, and the wool he has sold, sent petitions thus far are Socorro,
MONUMENTS.
wl htthe lambs recently disposed of, Dona Ana. McKinley, Lincoln. Chaves,
has materially Increased his bank ac- Colfax. Rio Arriba, Roosevelt and
St- - Both Phones
N.
Second
count. Mr. Hubbell says the range others.
south of llie ciiy has been visited by , The best advices obtainable look
heavy Hoaking rstins. the past couple good for Jointure in the coining- conof weeks, and these facts alone assure gress.
the sheep raisers a big income for the
ooooc-ooooyear 19'0.
LEWIS CRACKS MUCH ROCK
rs

Wednesday,

CROSSON IN LOS ANGELES

SANTA

L. W. Lewis, who has seven rock
crushers grinding out ballast for the
Santa Fe, Is a guest at the Alvarado,
accompanied by bis daughter, Miss
Claudia Lewis, and Miss Jennie Lewis,
a cousin, to remain several weeks.
Mr. Iewls has one crusher at Stai
N. M., making ballast for the
Santa Fes double track over the Ratlin mountains; he lias two at work
on ballast for tbe Southern Kansas
division of tbe Santa Fe, and four
cracking rock for the Santa Fe in
Oklahoma. Mr. Lewis resides in Emporia, Kans.

-
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THE CELEBRATED

Under direction of Prof. J. H. Crum
THRILLING SITUATIONS.
ELEGANT COSTUMES.
STARTLING CLIMAXES
MAGNIFICENT SCENIC EFFECTS.
..50c
75c and $1
Reserved seats at, Matson's Monday,
November 27.

The Broken
AND

Sarah's
Yoting Man
Auspices of Woman's Club, under the
direction of Mrs. Walton.

The Play of the Season
EACH

PERFORMER

IS

A

0

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

MELINI & EAKIN
Agents.
Albuquerque, M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.
Sol

longing

in a

On sale at Matson's book store on
9.

0

a full

purchase.

our store will be kept open evenings,

Remember,
1,

I

the

Christmas

rush.

positively retire

from

and from now until December 31,

than ever offered

on

Fine

66

Snaps
HOW.

T7ir"
"V"
1J

VfV,

Mexico's

9

LEADING JEWELER

0
9

4

0

Albert Faber,

0

Auto phone. 818. Bell phone.

305 Railroad Avence

Residence

115.

9

0

Auto

3

'

Dhona. No. 219.

Commercial Club Bulldlnt.
UNDERTAKER,

9

The Southwestern Electric & Construction Co., Inc.
Electrical
Engineers and
Contractors.

Electric
Uhtln
- power and puma-in- g
planti, dyn
g not, motors aael

c--i

supplies.
House wiring. Am-thorlzed agent tos
m Crocker, Wheeler t
nt Co. Agents for the
General Electric C.
Induction
motor.
2 Largest
stock et
O
electrical fixtures to
3 the southwest. Are
35
members of the Na
m tlonaJ
Eledtrlca

99

Gold Ave.

J

joeeoiotoctot

0

AVE.

BALL.

Thanksgiving night. Elks ball room.
Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by
the
CLUB.

will render a violin
aecoiniianied by Mrs. Gideon, pianist, tomorrow afternoon and even-- i
n n at Learnard A Llndemann'ii opening concert. Ileur them.

m:m

Bad Weather

,

The Colorado Telephone Co.

K.rvvKeao oooOwKoeeoa

tg

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

463

Room 18 N. T. Armijo Building.

$0.75
18
25c
at 20

Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Set
25c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
11.75 Decorated Lamp
11.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
50c Steam Egg Poacher
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harnes
$10.50

(tre

Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc. Rates
from five cents per day up. Let us
tell you about it.

L'fT-- '

2

On the Following

Mr. lladilen

We

Auto, 'phone,

Special Prices

.solo,

aee

Contractors'

tickets tor the
ano contest

I

GOGALION

X

elation.

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

$12 Refrigerator
A $8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
$3 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

electrical

"

We

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

NEW

9

o

Our prices are the lowest.

CltT

la

be-

long-haire-

a

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

Address,

Diamond',

Jewelry store.

0

M

ooooooocoo

far exceeded our expectations,

9

Una Of

Schilling's Best is as good for
you as it is for your grocer
and money back.

so

1

A. EJORDERSf funeral Director and Embmlmer

It to the address
given below:
I am a renter,
and I would
like to know how I can buy a
Home by paying out each month
the same as I now pay rent.

GRAND

HTTi

0

And also

And mall

Better than money.

Plated Silver Table ware, Clocks, and everything
first-clas- s

0

Out...

Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid
Silverware,

9
0
9

Carpets. Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

Name
50c
75c

we have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy

will make prices lower

0

STAR.

Admission
Reserved Seats
November

for the Fall
and Winter season new d- signs in
Jt4.a

0

Black or White Hearse, $5.00

and additional help added, to take care of

I

are showing

0

Cut this

CItife

I

the jewelry business January

0

0

CLOSING OUT

Make your selections early.

We

Distill ens,
FRANKFORT. KT.

The Highly Humorous Plays,

I

1,

a

0

IJV

GRAND

Commencing December

0

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER U ST

SALE
that

a

0

Bottled In Bond.

General Admission
Reserved Seats

0

ft

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Auspices of Mineral Lodge
No. 4, Knights of Pythias.

--

p

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Pythias

Hearted

Window Display

vSee

1

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

KERS

Our trade for November hasl

2.

P

FE

Friends in this city have received
letters from Mrs. t'rosson announcing
the death of her husband, lr. Francis
Crosson, in Los Angeles, last Wednesday evening. Dr. Crosson was well
known in this ity and Santa Fe, having resided in both places five or six
years each, and many friends will
mourn his death, lie was a victim of
the while plague, and about two years
aao, accompanied by Mrs. Crosson
and son, Frank, be went to southern
California in the hope that the salt
I'M- from
be ocean wouiu prove beneficial. The tight against the disease
BACK
was a heroic one and at intervals BROUGHT
fnt nds here received word that tbe
WILD TURKEiS
doctor was improving; but the inevitable end came and now letters are re.1. E. Haines, Roderick Stover, W. Y.
ceived announcing bis demise. He was
born in tbe state of New York and Walton uiid a Mr. Lewis, tbe lalt. r a
was about fifty years of age.
visitor from Wheeling, WVst Virginia,
returned yesterday from their wild
turkey hunt on the rliln" between
HAS
BEEN
LEFT
Chilill and Camp Birule, uiid brought
CONSIDERABLE MONEY hack with them twelve fat. turkeys,
which they will dish up at their respective homes on Thanksgiving day.
Wm. Sanguinette Is anxious to loencountered most disagreeable
cate the present whereabouts of his They
weather, but this did not diminish
nephew, lxjuie Garbarino, who recenttheir determination to kill a turkey
ly worked as a grader for tbe Teror two; hence they persevered and
company,
Improvement
race Land and
were succe.-sfu-l
in getting
close
Thorto
afterwards
went out
and
to a big flock, with the result
eau, to work in ine tlinUr for the enough
the hunters bagged twelve large
Auiciic.n Lumber company. He has that
ones.
beMr.
Sanguineus
and
since le.t
lieves he went to Biabee, Arizona, but
HAIR SEVEN FEET LONG.
is not certain on this point. Mr. Sanlady in our winSee the
guinette informs The CitW.cn
that dow. Free consultation with hair and
uncle,
aunt
brother
and
Garbarino's
scalp specialist this week. J. H.
all died within a short time of each O'Rielly A Co., druggists.
Colo.,
Boulder,
and
other, at
the latter
You can hear the Alvarado Trio at
has left considerable property to the
Is now Learnard & Lindemann's opening toSanguinette
Mr.
whom
brother
morrow afternoon and evening.
anxious to find.
c

Consists of neat and stylish Suits for Women and Misses. Assorted sizes in Navy,
Brown, Green and Fancy Mixtures. Sold up to $18.50, choice of this lot for

m

Damon

o

THE

Lot

THE STIRRING DRAMA,

Fletcher
Investment Co.

FOR

Consists of desirable Suits for Women in Black, Brown and Navy, nearly all sizes.
Sold up $30.00, your choice of this lot for

29th

November...

201-21-

.

Lot f.

ELKS' THEATRE

BUY

UNDER

Oyer (100) One Hundred Tailored made Suits will be sold at prices that
will surprise you. For quick selling we have divided them in two lots.

$1.00

Ar-ml- jo

Mag-dale-

Tailored Suits

20 Comedians 20

-

n

Misses

ar

Por-terflel-

DEATH OF DR. FRANCIS

Women and

Raymond Teal

y

4

i

Farce

McCLL'RE ASKS CHANGE OF VENUE

Thus vhn Ko to Thoreau next Sun
day to nee the great Yahachl dance of
the Navajo Indians, may he assured ofhavine a Dleasant trip. The HorablnMcOaffey company, traders and mer
cnants at Thoreau, are arranging spe
rial accommodations for the occasion,
and the Santa Fe is arranging totae
care of the large crowd that 1b expect
ed to take advantage of the half rate
which will be granted. The Zunl
Mountain Scenic railway will also
play an important part 1n the affair.
Excursion trains will run from 1 aor- eau Into the logging camps of the
American Lumber company In the
Zunl mountains, giving the excursionists an opportunity to see lumbering
as it is done In the woods.
More than 2,000 Navajos are expected to take part In the Yabarhl
fiance, which is expected to continue
for five or six days. This is the moi
picturesque dance of the Navajos. It
has only been seen off the reservation
in recent years, the Indians usually
giving it in the most remote part of
their lands.
Albuquerqueans desiring to make
the trip may do so with the greatest
convenience by taking train No. 1 to
Thoreau on Saturday night, and returning to the city on Monday morning on train No. 2.

SEMSATIONAL SALE

07 mR
UU

avenue, entertained a large number MONDAY,
of ladles at cards on Saturday after
noon, sirs, name wss assisted n re NOVEMBER
ceiving by Miss Edith Easley. of
Santa Fe, who Is a guest at the name
home. Those present were:
Mrs. P. O. Cornish. Mrs. A. B. Har
Comedy
Minstrel
rison, Mrs. 8. E. Newcomer, Mrs. I.
A. Blttner, Mrs. F. J. Luthy, Mrs. W.
H. Greer. Mrs. A. J. Maloy, Mrs. Geo.
Frost, Mrs. D. A. Macpherson, Mrs.
Mrs. A. M. Milllngton.
E. Saint.
Miss Irene Saint, Mrs. H. R. Mttcbner,
Mrs. Harry Lee, Mrs. .1. T. McLaugh
lin, Mrs. E. L. Medler, Mrs. E. W.
Ijou Hazledine,
IXibson, Mis
Miss THE MERRY MINSTREL
Supported by
May Hazledine. Mrs. Hazledine, Mrs.
George Klock, Mrs. .larrett, Mrs. Earl
All-StSpecialty Co.
Stean, Mrs. Joseph Uibo, Mrs. W. H. The
Hahn. Mrs. B. O. Wilson. Mrs. J. S
Including
Easterday, Mrs. W. S. Strlcklei. Mr Gra-el& Reynolds,
Madeline Rowe,
M. O. Chadbonrne. Mrs.. A. A. Keen.
Alex. Donaldson, Lydell & Butter-wortMrs. Frank Moore, Mrs. Albert Gruns
Frank Adams, The Rehns,
feld, Mrs. Frank Hubbell. Mrs. H
Avery J. Post and a company of
Luna, Mrs. J. A. Wisner, Mrs. F. H.
PRETTY GIRLS AND
Mitchell. Miss Mary Spaulding. Mrs.
Clark Carr, Mrs. J. F. Pearce, Mr.
B. Downey. Mrs. McDonald. Mrs. R.
F. Asplund, Mrs. L. H. Chamberlin
Mrs. Alfred Frost, Mrs. Samuel Neti- New Music,
Beautiful Wardrobes,
stadt, Mrs. B. S. Rodey, Mrs. Thomas Burlesque,
Vaudeville.
Hubbell, Mrs. O. L. Brooks. Mrs. F.
H. Kent. Mrs. W. B. Childers. Miss PRICES, 50c, 75c,
Minnie Iay. Mrs. W. S. Houewell
Reserved seats on sale at Matson's
Miss Anna Thomas, MUs Mabel Hunt, book store.
Misg Elizabeth Willey and Mrs. Harry

LI

FIVE.

r

ELKS' THEATRE

TAINED AT CARDS

PAGE
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MiTlWood, Factory Wood
Cord Wood

T
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1-- 4

CERRILLOS LUMP
AMERICAN

BLOCK

COAL
MERIT

JT

-

Both Phones

li daily adding

new eustomer to our tore. Our prescription work
irnint and doen .MKK1T the approval of physician and patient.
In
fact, evtrythiLg we e!l aiust have MERIT, or we won't sell It.

First

St. and Gold

At.

m.

BRiaas

A CO
Props. Alvarado pharmacy.

oo

X

Both Phone.
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EVENING CITIZEN

CAN OLD FIT2 .TAKE
O'BRIENS MEASURE
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RAILROAD TOPICS
Hull, a machinist at the l
shops, left last night for Canton,
Ohio, his former home.
.Mr. Hulls
will return In the city in a couple of
weeks, accompanied by his family.
W. 8.

TERRITORIAL

TOPICS

I

T

1

rrnt that

Mr. Storey wn going to
leave the Santa. Ke anil go with the
Hock Inland.
It seems to bo pretty
generally believed that Mr. Storey
was sounded by the officials of the
Rock Island to find out whether or
no' he would arrept the position, and
that he declined It. He declined, so
the story goes, because he was aware
of the Intention of Mr. Hun to resign
In the near future, and his position la
such now that he Is In line for promotion to Mr. Pun's place.

lo-a-

M

WORMY

V

.

M

.

" Sirmi. "Ihif ,
Brtr-- . etc.
Standard American Movements
"Elein'
"Wl
tbam", etc. You select the case an! movement!
lo. lilt,
7Jefled 1 " trwclnt 17 . . .

CORN AND BLINDSTAGCERS

Ftlliid staggers are reported to be
killing a good many good horses In
the country now, says the Newton.
Kan., Republican.
At this time of
H. C. Chase, who has charge of the
year there Is always more or less
telegraph lines used by the Santa Fe
trouble with this disease. By some
coast lines, was an Albuquerque visIt Is thought to be the result of eatitor yesterday. Now that winter Is
ing the worm dust on the corn. It Is
coming on. with Its sleet and snow,
said that the corn Is usually wormy
'Mr. Chase's troubles are beginning.
this year, and horses that are used to
gather the corn being required
The Southern Pacific Railroad comto
pany Is laying a
keep moving, just bite off the ends
cable
SANTA
GOOD
SHOWING
FE'S
through the Salton sea of Arizona.
where the worms have eaten. This
gives them an inusual portion of the
This is the first cable of this sort ever
a
sea that has been created GROSS EARNINGS
laid in
FOUR worm dust. It Is therefore recommendFOR
since prehistoric times.
ed by some that horses used In gathMONTHS
APPROXIMATE
ering corn be muzzled, also that fannThe attorney general n! Tens has
ers use great care about turning
Hied suit In the district court at AusOfflclals of the Atchison. Topeka horses on stalk fields.
tin against the Texas ft Pacific and ft Santa Fe report ihat October was
twenty-onAther railroads operating an exceedingly good month for the
TEACHERS WANTED
in the state, for taxes aggregating road. Gross earnings approximated
9rt43.oiiO and for penalties aggregating $6,750,000, or H.oo.iMiii
more than IN ARIZONA, AND THE SAME
1125.000.
those In the corresponding month
TROUBLE
IN
EXISTS
NEW
year. Net earnings for the month
MEXICO.
The present rain has caught the AS last
iietghliorhood
In
of
will
be
the
varado hotel and Santa Fe station In
$800,000 more than for OcSuperintendent
School
Territorial
a very embarrassing condition. The tober lastor year.
four months of I.ayton of Arizona, says there Is still
repairs begun several week ago have the present fiscalForyear
gross earn- an embarrassing lack of school teachprogressed to such an extent that In ings
have been approximately
ers throughout Arizona, and he has
several places the Interior of the
and net earnings over $9,999,-000- . frequent pleading letters from school
tiiildir.gs are laid open to the weather,
October of last year was a bad trustees who are pining away for the
jirecipltatlng many leaks.
month for the property. Its gross Influence of a nice school "marm" to
Ad th
ffstill rif thu trab l.olnv earnings decreased snout sumhuumi bend the twigs In the back counties
1.2iM),000. as compared so that the future trees will incline
nft..np,i from recent- mlna
hn on - and Its net
pit.e of the Chicago limited on Friday wlh 103- - 1 "e month this year more gracefully. It .seems that the rising
" regained what was lost last year generation In Arizona is consuming
night, jumped the track aWnit six
information faster than it can be supwiles west of Jsleta. with no further " rot earnings.
plied by the effete, over populous and
damage than to give the passengers!
boastful east. Talk about Intelligence
TRAVEL TO YELLOWSTONE
a good shaking up. The escape from!
in Arizona!
The western kids are
a wreck Is considered due rrom thej
regular gluttons for knowledge.
fact that the engineer Jack Fenner.'
LY 2 5Q0 PEOPLE HAVE VISITED
on feeling the front wheels drop from
pT..e FAMOUS SPOT,
TRYING TO SAVE HUSBAND
the rails, applied the emergency
brakes, bring to heavy train down
since Yellowstone Park, "the
a forty mile an hur speed to,ton's playground," wa opened to the BEAUTIFUL WIFE OF AMERICAN
almost an abrupt standstill. The stop public twenty-avBY
A
years ago. It has
SENTENCED
MEXICAN
was so short that several of the heavy pen visited by about 250,oni. The
COURT
TO EXECUTION
FOR
came out of the skirmish tpnitnnrp fch venr has been increas- MURDER.
CLEAVES TO HER
with flat wheels,
HUSBAND TO THE LAST.
lng. but the railroads regard it as
small, considering the fact that there
HOCK 1SLAN6 INSTALLING
A
special dispatch from Roswell
country
are 80.000,000 people In the
says:
NEW ENGINES AND CARS. to
on.
draw
At a meeting of the executive com- .
of course I would not want
"It Is surprising to me that more him"Why
mittee of the Rock Island road, which people
to be shot; that would be heartdo not go there," said a tour- "In the park are less," was the answer of Mrs. C. S.
was decided to let contracts for a
only geysers of their kind In the Harle today, at the home of her parnrgr quanuiy 01 new equipment lor wo, . ,h onlv oneg tha, aDroa(.h ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wiggins,
tne system. New engines of the n
,
, ,
New Zealan j
Game In this city. She is the wife of Dr.
large type will be purchased
,
,
every C. S. JIarle. who was sentenced to be
tner
re
This equipment Is for the entire
shot at Chlhuaiua by Judge Reiz this
,(rs,(lent
m
tf
even
the
system, but a good proportion of It ,
,.,
they week. She declined to give an opin,f
of ,
nnot
will see service on the line between
,
to gpe- - The buffalo ion In regard to the case, only to say
,h
Chicago and St. I.ouls and Denver.
I saw that it would be appealed to the suIn Yellowstone.
,nrlvinK
Fifty of he new ens nes will be for
was really wild. The preme court of Mexico, and that she
rt,cwi,iv
that
Jh service and 1.3oo of he freight f
we
wh
mvUm. foltr yea,rs hoped for more favorable results.
"r,1"re'i ago have grown now
Mrs. Harle was formerly Miss Nora
10 eighty."
i"!?Vs division T,? is,0as folTwws:
j
,
Wiggins of El Paso, and was a society
enRwk Island engines, 50; "Fit-c- o
belle In that city. In August, 1890.
LIFE CRUSHED OUT
vines, 45; C. & E. I. engines, 30;,
BETWEEN CAR BUMPERS. she was married to Dr. Harle at El
"Frisco freight cars, 3,000; 'Frisco post
R jf ' Fleming, aged 25, a brake- - Paso, who was a prominent practicnrs, 5; C. & E. I. coal cars. 3,600; !man
tne Fort Worth & Denver ing physician at El Paso at that time.
Ktock Island freight cars, 1.300.
The railroad, was caught between the At the time of her marriage she was
riglnes are to be delivered next year Lumpers of a broken train near Chan declared to be one of the most beauauid the cars as soon as possible.
nlng, receiving Injuries which result- tiful women In the United States, and
ed in his death an hour later, says the In spite of the great trouble that sue
has been under in the past three
SANTA FE OFFICIALS
Amarllla Herald.
The accident was caused by the years, her remarkable beauty has not
VISIT LOCAL SHOPS breaking In two of a heavy freight faded a particle.
Dr. Harle was sentenced to be shot
train wuile climbing a grade near
C. T. Richardson and William
Thtra una a ..athovir, nt thu Santa Channing. After the breaking tn with
two of the train young Fleming pro-ila- Mason, Americans, convicted of the
Ws chief officials at the Alvarado to- - cured
a chain, and going between the murder of two men In Chihuahua for
President- - E. P. Ripley, Vice
President J. W. Kendrick and A. ojca was attempting to chain them life Insurance money.
Wells, general manager of the coast together, when the air was released
MEETS WITH SUCCESS
lines, arrived from the west, and were from one section of the broken train,
met by General Manager J. E. Hur- - eausiug the cars to come together
ley. Superintendent R. J. Parker and and catch Fleming between the
SANTA FE PEOPLE CONTRIBUTE
LIBERALLY TO FUND FOR REof. Machinery C. M. f". crushing him below the chest. He
Taylor, who arrived from the east was taken to Channing and placed on
LIEF OF RUSSIAN JEWS.
and
going
south
Denver
train
the
night.
S. L. Bean, superintendlast
S. Spitz, who is acting for Rabbi
nt of machinery on the coast lines, brought to Amarillo, where the
Kaplan of Albuquerque, in the matalso one or the party. After an mains were taken in charge by
ter of. soliciting contributions In Santa
cf the local yards and taker Eakle.
The deceased formerly resided at Fe for the relief of the Russian Jews,
shops, the entire party, excepting Mr.
Wells and Mr. Bean, left for the east Texllne, where he was well known In announces that he bo far he has met
with great success, says the New
on a special train. The usual reason, railroad circles, having been
"merely a trip of Inspection," was ter of the Denver road at that place Mexican.
given out by several of the paty as for three years.
"I am not calling upon anyone but
the members of the Jewish faith,"
being the motive for the visit.
But Few Are Free.
said Mr. Splfz. "Of course we will
But few people are entirely free from accept donations from anyone that Is
year.
ENGINEER
DUN
CtiltF
Indigestion at this season of the
in sympathy with the movement, or
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure la not only the who sympathizes with the suffering
OF THE SANTA FE best remedy to use because It digests Jews
in Russia. So far I have met
what you eat bat because It also en- with great success, the Hebrews of
asapparatus
to
Santa Fe responding to the appeal of
WILL RESIGN AS SOON AS THE ables the digestive
In an
BELEN CUT-OFIS COMPLETED. similate and transform all food into their Russian
Kodol relieves open hearted manner. All money colblood.
belching,
tomach, heart burn,
higher
of the
officials of the M"
lected here will be forwarded to Rabbi
. .
.
. One
.
a alt ,wma Af 1nilt
'
H. Kaplan, in Albuquerque, and sent
Aicnison. loneka. & Mania Ke Is
"
thorlty for tne statement that James
from there to Mr. Schiff, iu New
Notice.
Dun, chief engineer of the entire sys
Fe, New York."
Santa
Office,
S.
U.
Land
tem, with headquarters In Chicago,
The following have contributed
24, 195.
will resign his position as soon as thei Mexico. November
to the fund: J. G. Schugenerously
folgiven
hereby
the
Is
that
Notice
mann, David S. Lowltzkl, Mrs. J.
work incident to the construction of lowing
file
on
plat
will
be
township
Sellgman
Brothers,
the famous Helen cut-of- f
is complet- In this tifflce January 8, 1906, viz:
Leo
ed, says the Topeka State Journal.
Hersch, Mrs. Joseph Hersch, Mrs. A.
6 north, range 6 east.
Township
Present prospects are that this
B. Renehan, Robert C. Gortner, and
On and after above date we will be S.
work will be finished by June or July
Spitz.
i
of next vear. anri whn ih. Inst onlkp
township,
tries in said
i
i
i
Hrii,.n o,i ,h.
LEASE GLORIETA MINES
cessful operation. Mr. Dun will sever
raED MULLER. Receiver.
His connection with the company lie
W. R. SMYTHE SECURES CONha served so long and efficiently.
A fu 1Ine of nqu0rs, wines and cor.
TROL OF VALUABLE PROPERHis successor has been chosen di,,,. Famiy trade a apeclalty. Er
TY RUNS FOR SEVEN YEARS.
practlcally in the person of W. B. ' nc,t Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver
fetorey, Jr., chief engineer of the Santa Avenue.
Jerome Kunkel, a mine owner of
Ke proper, with headquarters In To-- i
peka. Some weeks ago when W. S.
One or the nrcest places in the city Glorleta, has leased his holdings iu
the Glorieta mining district to W. H.
Darling resigned the position of chief is the pool hall. No. 115 West
of the Chicago, Rock Island; road avenue. Call and enjoy your-f- t Smythe, also of Glorleta, but formerly
a resident of Colorado.
Pacific railway, stories were cur- - self.
According to the terms of the lease
Mr. Smythe Is to keep the mines in
good condition, do
all
assessment
work, timber same, work them continuously and pay the grantor, Mr.
Kunkel, as consideration for the lease
of the net profits earned
by the mines.
The property in question consists of
three groups in the Glorieta mining
district. Group 1 is composed of the
Fairview and Homestead lodes; group
i consists of a large tract of land iu
San Fe and San Miguel counties, iu
the northwestern part of the Pecos
Pueblo Indian grunt, and group 3 contains the Switch lode, the Gulch lode
and the January lode.
The term of the lease iu for seven
years, expiring at mrtui on November
112. At any time during the life
of the lease, the grantee, Mr. Smythe.
has the privilege of buying the niiims
at a price of $15,tou apiece for groups
1
ami 2, and $5,ooo for group 3.
Mr. Smythe has already engaged a
number of miners and will start work
at once. He will keep twenty men,
working in shifts of eight hours each,
employed.
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We ship on approval and pay all charge! whether you bn or not
Write at once for our Complete Jewelry Catalog No. 16. Free'
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Contract

taken for Cement-stonHouse and
built of this material is warmer in winter foundations
cooler i
summer than a brick house, and Is cheaper than good and
brick
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common rubble
stone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and t win rati
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A house
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4
Measurements of the Men.
Fitzsimmons.
O'Brien.
Age
27 years. 4
43 years
5 It. 11
in
in. Height. 5 ft. 10
In
76
Reach
73fc in
Biceps
11 in
134 In
39
Chest (nor.)
434 lu
43
46 in
Chest (exp.)
31 in
31 in
Waist
Thigh
22 in
21V6 In
16 In
14 Jn
Calf
16 in
14 in
.Neck

na-fro-

.

e

When Robert Fitzsimmons
and
"Philadelphia Jack" O'Brien meet in
Woodward's Pavilion, San Francisco,
on the night of December 20th, to
fight for the "heavyweight champlou-shipo- f
the world." two of the cleverest big men In the ring will oppose
each other. The question. Can Fltz
defeat theyounger man, Is an open
one, and all sportdom Is discussing it,
with the majority on the negative side
of the proposition.
old;
Fitzsimmons is 43 years
O'Brien is 27. O'Brien Is a better
boxer than Fltz, but hasn't the punching ability of the Cornishnmn. Both
men are ring generals.
Each has
fought more than 100 battles. Thelr:
Judgment is tempered by experience.
O'Brien is confident, resting on the
laurels of his victory over Al Kaufman, the hard hitting protege of Billy
Delaney. He recalls the sorry exhibition Fitz presented two years ago,

'

tissue-buildin-

...

J.Kurber&Co.

when

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

JACK" O'BRIEN.
he fought George Gardner in
San Francisco. Put Fitz is in better
condition than he was when he met
Gardner. He has lived an exemplary
life and he can take punishment as
well as administer It.
The fight should be a hummer.
When Fitz and O'Brien met in Philadelphia O'Brien cut Fitz to rlblions
for three rounds, and then the
drew himself together and
was wearing the Philadelphian down
when the police stopped the fight at
the end of the sixth round.
Fitz says he was not in condition
to fight when he met O'Brien. He
had quit training a week before the
bout on the statement that the authorities would not permit the fight.
At the last minute the fight was
allowed to go on under the presumption that It was to be a boxing match.
It developed into a genuine mill and
there would have been a knock out
had not the )olice Interfered.
Fitz has been out of the ring a year.
He is older, jiosslbly slower of movement than he was. O'Brien has been
fighting often. He has traveled all
over the country. His fight with
Kaufman shows he is a ring adversary
not to be lightly cast aside.
One result the fight will have, beside settling the superiority of the
two men, will be to draw the otner
heavyweight aspirants out Into the
open and start another controvery
t
over
honors that should
result in several mills of more than
ordinary Interest.
Corn-lshnia-

I

Albuquerque, N. M,

Horse Blankets and

n

Lap RobesK

Every horse needs a blanket this
weather, and we invite an inspection of our large line. A good,
lined. Burlap Blanket, iwth two
surcingles attached, for $1.50. Fine
wool street Blankets at $2.60 each.

0

Cor.

GOVERNOR

GEORGE

E.

PAPER SUGGESTING

n
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Rail-engine-
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mm

Wla8S,Branj!!f$,El8.
SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

"

120 West Rafroarf Arene

,

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
For the reason that we can guarantee

all glasses prescribed by us.

Optical Co.
Bebber
115 GOLD AVE.
Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

NEWS-

framed placing these companies under
state coutrol, but subject at the same

I

JOSEPH BARNKTT, Prop.

O

0

O.UICKEL

O

Proprietor

BOTHE,

&

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

0
4

0

time to federal supervision and inspection, giving to the proper officers
Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
of the federal government power and 0 FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION.
Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
and
Wlnea
Domestic
and
authority to Inspect the liooks, papers
lager served. Finest and best Umported and Domestic Cigars.
and proceedings of such companies
and to publish the result of investigations, so that if the state authorities
failed to do their duty the people
Wholesale liquor and Oar Dealers
might lie advised by federal authori&.
ties as to the true state of affairs.
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
I have not formulated in my own
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
mind a plan for putting a stop to the
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
evils which now exist, but in a genof the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
eral way I think there Is no doubt but
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
that state control with the right fedStreet. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
eral supervision and inspection would
do much to correct existing evils.
I wfll call attention to this subject
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
N.PEACH &C0.
In my next message to the legislature
.j of Oregon and suggest the propriety
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSREAL ESTATE DEALERS
FER STABLES
of enacting legislation that will prevent companies from doing business
S35.
208Vi Horses and Mules bought and ex
Office,
'phone,
Automatic
in this state whose officers Indulge in
changed.
West Gold Avenue.
the disreputable practices which have
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
been disclosed by the investigation
Second street, between Railroad and
M. DRAGOIE
now in progress.
,
Copper avenue.
GEO. E. CHAMBERLAIN.
Dealers in
XXXXXXICXXOOCOCOCXX)COCOO
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Liquors, wines and cordials the
O. F. PLATT,
Cigars and Tobacco, and
finest line In the city. All goods deliv Groceries,
The real cleaner and dyer. Laall kinds of Fresh Meat.
ered free. Ernest Meyers & Co., 116 300 North Broadway, Corner of Washdles' and gentlemen's
floe
West Silver avenue.
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
kFlfth street. Old 'phone, Red,
gas range.
26 V2. Automatic 'phone, 675.
Movtn
Drayin
xxcoococoocoooocooocoooo

o o o

o o o o o o o o
EAKIN,
MELINI

FREIGHTS

THEY AGREED WITH HIM

once, you'll
Prices right;
there ain't no gougln'.
You have

.

th

Thanksgiving Needs

call

By

us

again.

s.

A. W. HAY DEN
A

NO BUILDER.

Office and F.ictorv
4U WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, (I. M.

-

(Geese

iSpriimg' CMcKemi

Apples

Cramilberiries

Miimce Mestft

INSANE PERSONS ACCUMULATING
New Mexico Asylum Authoritiei Make

Announcement.
Territorial papers are requested to
publish tiie announcement made by
ollicers of the New Mexico hospital for
tlie insane at l.as Venas. that no more
patients be brought to the asylum uu-- j
til arrangements have been made
hand for their aimlssiuu. L'uless
...
. 1.
J
llli ' ll.r.r,.t
P.
" ' i. ii in vi
M IIU
I'll,
bring patients will almost iu.in
certainly
have to take them back whence they
came.

Prices that are right.

Place your order now.

j

FARR'S MARKET,

be-Io- n

1.

T

mJmlJL

Phones. Auto. loS: Colo.. Black

.r VANM

o. o.

Eyesight Specialist.
President of New Mexico Board ot
Optometry.
First established optician in New
Maxico. Glasses fitted for poor sigh',
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's dru
store.

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

CONTRACTOR

,

At the annual banquet of the Actors' t'lub.
tj utlt iiicn, I thank you for the Iwnur you have shown iue In boleeting
.Hie ao you president, but 1 cutinot act." (l oud uppluuse.)

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

The St. Elmo

heavy-weigh-

CHAMBERLAIN WRITES FOR THIS
STATE CONTROL WITH FEDERAL

In my opinion, the bribe-give- r
Is,
worse than the bribe-takeand where
punish
is
effort
the latter a
made to
more strenuous effort ought to be
made to reach the former. The testimony before the Insurance investigators In New York Is positive that not
only Is there a "defense" fund provided by the large life insurance companies with headquarters in New York
for corrupting legislative bodies, but
the presidents of these companies
have not hesitated to appropriate
large sums to influence elections, thus
using funds which, have been raised
by the people of the country for the
protection of the wife, the widow and
the orphan, to undermine the very
foundations upon which good government rests.
One of the best preventives of this
species of grafting is publicity, and
the newspapers are doing a magnificent work In that line.
Federal supervision and control
might help matters, but suppose the
apiwlnting power was Indebted In part
at least for his election to the corruption fund contributed by managers
of these great companies. Would it be
within the range of probability that
very strenuous effort would ordinarily
be made by bureaus acting under the
authority of such a power to reach
and punish those who made his election possible?
It seems to me that a bill might be

g

one-four-

First street and Tijeras road."

OREGON'S GOVERNOR ON
GRAFTLESS INSURANCE

re--w-

Under-Inspectlo-

"PHILADELPHIA

265

Thos. F. Keleher
OILS,

PAINTS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness.
Saddles. Lap
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. PalRAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
BINI, PROPRIETOR
Pelts.
W9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
My merchant tailoring stiop is
over No. 209 West Railroad aveI
nue, where
solicit the patronage ot
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' ex
perienre In the business. Suits made
ALL HOME
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
COOKING
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments Boston Baked Beans and Brown Bread
also cleaned and walking skirts made
every Saturday.
to order. Give me a trial.
401
WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
O. BAMBINI.
MERCHANT

TAILORING

up-;al-

Woman's Exchange

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. II. SHOEMAKER.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,
LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room lu, N. T. Armljo Building.

THEY ARE SEEKING

DAGGS ASSAULTED HIS

a Phoenix Jury

Deliber-

ated a Few Minutes and Returned Verdict of Guilty.

Mexico

STOMACH
..,.., , 11,., ..,.i
Til.

BITTERS

R E. PagSR, well known in western

Arizona, and especially at Klapstaff,
now knows that it Is not as funny as
nig
it looks to take liberties with
stenographer, especially when that
stenographer is a very unwilling party. He was found guilty before a
jury in Phoenix the other evening In
minutes after the ease
just forty-flr- e
went to the jury. He did not look so
brave as when the case started. He
got up and told his story, or a story
purporting1 to be his side of the affair,
but it did not go with the jurors.
The readers of The Citizen probably
remember the Daggs case, because it
was reported in these eolunms at the
A month ago
time of occurrence.
Miss Esther Powers, who was working
in the office of the IJaggs brothers,
was told by R. E. Daggs to work that
day in the private office of said individual- As Boon as she entered Daggs
grabbed her and began caressing and
kissing her. She testified that she
tried to break away, but that she was
brutally handled and that her clothing
was badly torn In the scuffle with
the bully. She then left the employ
of the Daggs. The next day she returned to get her money, taking another girl with her for protection. The
two had no sooner entered the door
than the two brothers attacked them
and tried to get the best of them.
They both fought and screamed, and
were finally allowed to depart, one of
the girls being either thrown or kicked from the top landing of the stairway.
The girls then related their experiences to Iheir parents and the arrest
of the Daggs followed. They put on
a bold front and flashed a paper purporting to be an agrement from Esther
theln.
not to prosecute
Powers
Esther claims that when she signed
the paper she was told 1hat it was a
receipt for the money owing her. Both
brothers were promptly bound over to
the grand Jury and "were indicted.
That body happened' to be in session
at that particular time, fortunately
for Justice.
When the jury found R. E. Daggs
guilty he was placed in the woman's
His brother,
ward at the county jail.
whose trial follows, was with him
until late at night and the two concocted some scheme or other that
might pull them out of their trouble.
Both of the men are well known In
Phoenix, where they have been In
business for several years. They operate the Phoenix Charter company,
and claim to be lawyers. They are
between forty and fifty years of age.

CONSUMPTION IS
DEATH'S HENCHMAN
PLAGUE
OF WHITE
KILL 12 PER CENT OF PEOPLE
'
OF MINNESOTA.

RAVAGES

St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 27. Dr.
Bracken, secretary of the state
of health, has prepared a report
he will issue as a bulletin, in

H. M.

board
which
which

he calls attention to the annual
ages of consumption, the means for
preventing the spread of the disease
and for a cure of the afflicted.
He shows that last year 2,127 deaths
out of the 17,t94 in the state were
In l'Jo:i,
caused by consumption.
there were 1.8H6 out of 17,103. In
other words, 12 per cent of the deaths
lust year were from consumption, and
10.72 per cent in lDu".
In

ISM.'.,

l.ti'JS

rav-

out of 1.1.418 died

Of

The
consumption, or 11 per cent.
percentage in the large (bits is greater than elsewhere.
"It is now
In the report he says:
n well recognized fact that tuberculosis is a contagious disease and that
It can and should
be , controlled.
When a whole family is carried away
by death from the disease in a comparatively short time we can no longer
charge this condition to providence,
but must admit t Ii;it it is due very
largely to the fad that mankind is
neglecting to put into force the means
at hand for suppressing the disease.
It is an unfortunate fact that in dealing with disease humanity is too rarely taken into consideration."

CHEAP RATES OVER
THE SANTA FE ROAD
Chicago Live Stock Show.
Kvory stockman needs the inspiration and benefit of the International
Live Stock Exhibition. Will be held
:,
'n.').
Arrange
in Chicago, Dec.

,,
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I
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CORPSE

APODACA'S

Fol-soi-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

-

v

sinsi,rirtles, two office tables, one ottlce
cessrul way of curing such ailments , slovP. m pair rhan martingales. Ave
Bloating, Heartburn, blankets. hree saddle blanketR. three
as Headache,
Poor Appetite. Cramps, Indigestion, ridlne bridles, all whips, lap robes,
Sheriff Davis Saturday morning re- Dyspepsia, Female Ills, or General brushes, forks, brooms, shovels, rubWe urge every sick per- ber boots, rubber aprons, pads, spurs
ceived a telegram from parties In Debility.
(o start today.
son
harness rack chamois, mattress and
are
Kolsom to the effect that they
bedillug.
clock, summer lap robes,
holding the body of Luis Apotlaea and
UNIVERSITY NOm
tools, bicycle, wringer and the folof
asking if it Is good for the reward
lowing horses:
One bay team, named .Toe ind Dick
President' Tight returned Friday
four hundred dollars offered by this
county for the capture of the mur- morning from Washington and oilier one black team, named Maud and
Pigeon: one horse, named Pinto: one
eastern iwdnts.
derer, says the Trinidad Chronicle.
Trimble Wells, right guard on the horse,
Earl; one bay horse,
Apodaca was killed while resisting foot ball team, Nas been laid up the nnmed named
lien;
arrest at the home of his father near past few days with rheumatism.
Which said chattel mortcaire was
Trinchera last Wednesday by Deputy
Friday morning Miss Parsons oe- - executed to secure O. W. Strong's
Sheriffs Frank Trujillo and Tioftlo rupied the assembly period with a Sons, the payment of twrnty-iV'ghJ- t
Archuleta, but it looks like ihe
very Interesting account of early days certain promissory notes, for $r0.00
New Mexico, people are trying to In New Mexico. After describing the each, described in said cha'tel
e
c'aini the reward, which was offered
gage,
by the said
L. Avers,
transporting
made
of
methods
some time ago by this county ''and goods bv means of burros and prairie and payable to the order of O. W.
which still holds good. Rewards are schooners, MisS Parsons
related stor- - Strong's Sons, bearing dnte the 2d
payable when the man for whom they les of people and place, showing day of September. A. P. lfl'ia. and
are offered, is appreheuded, dead or
that New .Mexico Is a rich Ing payable as follows: First note
alive.
field for the story teller. Told in Miss payable October 1st. 1005. and one on
Trujillo and Archuleta have beeu Parsons'
month
vivid manner, the descrlp- - the lat of each succeeding
malting in the city ever since they Hons were listened to with
the ut- - thereafter until all of said notes are
kl:kd Apodaca, awaiting a summons niost attention.
i
(paid, all of said nntes bearing inter- to attene the coroner's inquest, and,
field
for
on
Fotir
are
candidates
the
est at the rate of in per cent per
if necessary, to give themselves up l lie honor of representing the univer- - annum from date until paid,
to the i.nthorities cf New Mexico. shy preparatcry school in the Inter-- !
And, whereas, the said chattel
The Apodaca ranch where the killing
oratorical contest to be held gage was conditioned that In case de-ioccurred is just over the line in Uncity December 27. The four, fault should be made In the payment
between are this
ion county. New Mexico,
, of the said sums above mentioned,
Errefl Van Cleave, Lawrence
Trinchera and Kolsom, and the off- feb! Viotettil
1.
Till t in an, I V.lu'niiH nr unv nf them nr the Interest there- icers left the body where it fell and Albright.
on, or any portion thereof, as the same
came immediately 'to Trinidad to
Practice by the foot hall team has should become and be due and paya-bee- n
report to Sheriff Davis, supposing
greatly Interfered with by the'ble according to the terms of said
that the coroner of Union county bad weather the past week. The team several promissory notes, respectlve-coulwould take charge of the remains and
not get out for three days onjly: or In case the said Ayers or any
hold an inquest. They have beeu daily account of rain.
Another drawback person In his behalf, should remove.
expecting to receive a summons to Is the absence of Wells
at right guard secrete, sell or assign, or attempt to
go to Clayton, the county seat, and and the possible Inability of Taseher remove, secrete,
sell or assign the
teBtity at the Inquest and Sheriff Dato go into the game. In spite of all said goods and chattels, or any part
vis H is nit.tie preparations to go with this, however, the boys are working or portion thereof, without the
his men ind appear at the Inquest.
to line up the strongest .team ' press written consent of the said O.
in possible
Now it appe;i:s that someone
against the A. & M. college W. Strong's Sons, first had and
from
Kolsom has tikeu tie body
This will in all prob-- ! talned, then It should and would be
Trinchera and has it in that town. ability be the last as well as the hard-- ' lawful for the said O. W. Strong's
That they are seeking to claim the re est game of the seas in. The men to Sons to take possession of the, said
ward is apparent from their tele- play will be chosen from he follow- - goods and chattels, and to sell and
grams.
ing list: Selva, Koss. Maguire, Wells dispase of the same at public auc
Of course the claim will be resistTaseher, H. Bryan, Crawford, Heald, tion, for the best price obtainable;
ed if pushed, which is hardly likely, Smith. Allen, Clancy, Mayo, Albright
And, whereas, the said L. L. Aywhen the parties learn the full cir- and Dye.
ers has removed, sold and secreted a
Trujillo and Archuleta
cumstances.
The 'frat' boys gave a pleasant lit- portion of the said goods, and has
are entitled to the reward of four tle dance at their hall in the library made default In the payment of one
hundred dollars which was offered building last Thursday night. Joe of the snld promissory notes;
by the county commissioners of Las Scotti furnished the music In his usual
Now, therefore, we hereby give noAnimus county, and they will un- splendid manner. Coffee and sand- tice that for the .purpose of paying
doubtedly receive it just as soon as wiches were served as refreshments. the principal and Interest of the said
the commissioners meet again. The Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
promissory notes amounting at the
two officers and the sheriff will go to
Misses. Hazledine, Allen, Bry-so- date of sale hereinafter mentioned, to
Kolsom or Clayton' whenever the cor
nieckmann, Hall and Spitz, and the sum of $1.52(1.28, including an at
oner summons a jury to Investigate Messrs. T.aseher, Crawford,
torney'8 fee of 10 per cent on the
Allen,
the death of the outlaw.
Danahy, Smith, Horton and amount found to be due on said date,
K. Bryan.
as provided In said notes, and all
LOS ANGELFS BANK
The student standing committee has costs and' expenses, Including costs of
finished
work of classifying the advertising, sale and conveyance, an
TAPPED BY BURGLARS students the
at the university. There are provided to he paid by the said chatthirty college students, classed as fol- tel mortgage, we will on the 12th day
AND OVER FIFTEEN THOUSAND lows: Senior, one: junior, five, soph- of December, A. D. 1305, at the hour
eight;
freBhmen, thirteen: of in o'clock In the forenoon of said
DOLLARS TAKEN OUT OF SAFE omore,
specials, three. The rest, numbering day at the front, door of the London
BY EXPERT CRACKERS.
Bixty-five- ,
are In the preparatory or Club livery, situated on the southeast
A Ix8
Angeles
dispatch, dated high school departments.
corner of North Second street and
Marquette avenue, In the city of Al
November 27, says: One of the
buquerque, county of Bernalillo and
boldest robberies this city has ever
DAMON AND PYTHIAS
territory of New Mexico, offer for sale
known and the first bank robbery ever
perpetrated here occurred when burand sell at public auction to the
Forty
people
part
will
in
take
the highest bidder for cash, for the
glars drilled their way into the cash
Damon
of
Pythias,
be
and
to
box of the Nlehl Bel (linko, a JapanpoS(, or paying the said Indebtedness
ese bank, on East Fifth street, and s.ieii ui mmi opera nouse, weunes - an,i expenses, the said property
day
evnlng.
2!t,
November
under
he
got away with $15,000 in cash and neabove described, with the exception
auspices ot the local lodge hmglits of of one saddle, one bridle and one
gotiable paper.
J lie cast includes the best
rymias.
blanket, which have been sold by the
The safe crackers were experts and
left not the slightest clow behind iiiem. io ne securea trom among local said L. L. Ayers
amateurs.
who
Those
have
heard
the
them. The police are completely bafO. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Mortgagees.
fled. The job gives every evidence of rehearsals say that the play will be
having been carefully prepared by beyond a doubt the best performance
ever
given
by
Son
home
Lost
No
Mother.
more
talent.
master hands at the business. Next
"Consumption runs in our family
door to the bank is a bicycle store Inspiring drama was ever writtea than
and it was through this store that the Damon and Pythias, and a crowded and through It I lost my mother.'
route of the thieves into the bank lay. house will be sure to greet the per- writes E. B. Reid, of Harmony, Me.
They forced the front door and so-- " formers. The sale of reserved seats 'Tor the past five years, however
on the slightest sign of a Cough or
curing tools in the bicycle shop, cut opened at Matson's this morning.
Cold, I have taken Dr. Ring's New
ii hole in the partition
through which
Discovery for Consumption, which
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
they crawled Into the bank room.
has saved me serious lung trouble."
There were evidently several in the
His mother's death was a sad loss for
party for the huge Diebold safe was
H. H. No. BflfiS.
Department of the Interlur, Land Of- Mr. Reid, hut he learned that lung
rolled clear of the wall and the burglars attacked it from behind. They
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oc- trouble must not be neglected, and
how to cure it. Quickest relief and
tober 31, 1905.
drilled through a three-eighinch
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- cure for coughs and colds. Price 60c
steel plate, dug through five Inches of
lowing named settler has filed notice and $1.00; guaranteed at all druggists,
cement, drilled through a
Inch steel plate and thence through a of his intention to make final proof Trial bottle free.
three-eightinch steel plate to the in support of his claim, and that said
HAVE YOU TO TRADE
proof will be made before the pro- ForWHAT
cash box.
property
Cost
Los Cerrlllos?
Several steel drills, together with bate clerk at Albuquerque. New Mex- $1.25i; tradingat price,
f
of
the tools taken from the bicycle store ico, on December 6, 1905, viz., Juan cost. A snap, if you ran use the
were found scattered about the room. Bautlste Kowemisneh, of Valencia property. Don't be afraid to talk
The burglars made their escape by county. New Mexico, for the
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
the same way they had entered the NW'.i, N'& SW14, section 28, township with
Broadway.
building.
12 north, range 7 west.
The total cash secured was f 12,388.-:He names the following witnesses Mothers everywhere praise One Min
and $1,001) in notes, checks and to prove his continuous residence ute Cough Cure for the sufferings it
s.
upon
draft
and -- cultivation of said land, has relieved and the lives of their lit
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose
tie ones it has saved. A certain cure
When you are In need of fine llquora lllsenta Alonza and TeodoroGonzales,
Itwto, for Coughs, Croup and Whooping
and wines, call on Ernest Meyers & all of Laguna, New Mexico.
Cough.
Makes breathing easy, cuts
Co., 116 West Silver avenue. Auto
MANUEL R. OTERO,
out phlegm, and draws out the inflammatic phone, 240.
Register. mation. Sold by all druggists.

HOLDING

ALSO IN TROUBLE

Moat Market

HOSTETTER'S
!

BROTHER

STREET

To those who are sickly and run
down, or whose stomachs have gone
"back on them," we bring the good
news that, they can be cured, hut
they must give up old methods and
commence taking

Parties Wire
Sheriff Oav is, of Trinidad,
For Particulars.

New

.AG(S SEVEN.

NOTICE OF SALE.
THIRD
Whereas, t,. I,. Ayers, did In and
bv a certain chattel mortgage, dated
tlie 2d day of September, A. D.
(rrant, bargain and sell to O. W. All Kindt of Froth and Salt Meats.
Strang1
Sons, the following deSteam Sautage Factory.
scribed property:
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Two hR'kR, with rubber ties, one Masonic Building, North Third Street
steel rtanhopp. one rubber tire stanhope, one rubber tire runabout, one
Smoke the White Uly Cigar.
rubber tire surrey, one steel tire
turrey, one express wagon, three sets
CIGARS
JOE RICHARDS
double harness, three sets single har- -

NEWS

GOOD

A BIG REWARD

LADY STENOGRAPHER
And

EVENING CITIZEN

ALBUQUERQUE

MONDAY, N0VENI8EK 27, 1905.

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
WEDDING CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
BALLrNO,

Established In

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

1882

F. C. PRATT

& CO.

FOUND AT LAST

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
.las. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, lrn
boden'a Granite Flour.

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

mort-primiiiv-

HUlsboro creamery Butter

Beet on

Earth.

0

214 South Second Street.

HAT, GRAIN AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

Your land, worth $2 an acre, Is, by
the use of one of our Irrigation plants,
made worth $100 per acre. Writ us
for catalogue No. 9. on "Irrigation and
Bumping Machinery," and tell about
your requirements. We can help yon.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
Baldrldge'i Lum
tion. Office at 4.
ber yard.

a

TOTI

A.

The

OR AD I

1621-163-

i

d

'

PROPOSITION

A

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

II--

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders tor
this line wlfh us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

Hendrie

one-hal-

S--

2.

lti-2:-

your plans to include a trip to Chicago fur this event. Tickets on sale
Dec. lt to lit, Inclusive. Special rate
of $l."i.im, via Santa Ke.
T. K. ITKDY, Agent.

dBTiniiffllW

e--

-

"'-r-

CT

-

DENVER,

COLORADO

q

Gp ne ral Building SgppHes

REDUCED PRICES
Plates, $8.00;
On Dental Work.
Gold Crowns, 16.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.

SCREEN DOORS
Both

Phonq

Third and Marquette

000000000)0
)fOfOfo4oC0
Unredeemed Diamonds
BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN
AT COST,
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are In a position to sell dia
monds that have heen pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
jewelers buy at wholesale.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room 17. N. T. Armijo BuUdlng.

The Fuehr Undertaking Company
Successors to Edwards A Fuehr
307 West Railroad
8eth 'Phones.

ROSENflELD, The Pawnbroker.

Avenue.
Oar or Night

The Man You Can Trust

118 Railroad avenue, next door to

the St. Elmo, Albuquerque.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

fOt0Of)0X0Of0Of)0

N. M.

0OtXCC0004K0
STICKING TO A CONTRACT.

housecleanlng
General
job work promptly done.
411

Phone, Red 271.
WEST RAILROAD

la one of our good points. We do not
repudiate figures on estimates, and-wfollow every detail closely. We da

and

e

only work of the very highest class,
and we charge only reasonable price
work. We find that this
for first-clas- s
policy pays us. You'll find It will pay
you to have us do your work.

AVE.

GO TO THE

,

New Planing Mill

THE

South of Viaduct, on First Street.

Special Machinery

STANDARD HEATING

AND

PLUMBING

CO.

FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
G. E.

GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
O. DINSDALE

The Williams Drug Co.

HIGHLAND LIVER
STABLE

Q. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK.

Boarding Horses a Specialty
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
174.
Telephone,
Automatic

illiiHittilliMf

V
SAM KEE
says that he has lots of pretty
things, comprising Toys, Indian
a Curios. Mexican Drawnwork, and '
Chinese and Japanese goods, for V
f Christmas.
.
215 South Second Street.

dsfTi.rimi

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

JJ. A. SLEYSTERd

INSURANCE,

5

if

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

7

j

one-quart- er

&

Seventeenth Street.

9

1

ts

"ReBdAcoaFgP02.3"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

I

Free Delirery.

Ordera Solicited.

1

d

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

n.

n

Arena.

W. Railroad

1H
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WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

soew

a?sasav

The Great Cattle Exhibit.

At Union Slock Yards, Chicago, December lt' to 23, inclusive, is an event
that should not be missed. The aristocracy of the bovine kingdom will
be there. Attend the 'International"
by :ill means. Low rates tltj.otil via
Simla Fe. Tickets on sale December
10 to lit.
Inquire at ticket office.
T. K. I'l'KDV, Agent.

'he Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Bclen

International Exhioition.
The crown of all exhibitions for live
stuck purposes is the "International."
It will be held at Union Stock Yards.
Chicago. ih'C. It', to 23. inclusive. Of
course you will plan to attend? Only
$ 4 ".
You may
via the Santa
buy your ticket any time Dec. t to
U. Inquire at ticket office.
T. K. I'UKDY, Atent.

l

Of 1,000 business and residence lots, tlze 25x142 feet, laid out with broad SO and
ing $16,000; churb6, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest
restaurants, etc. Helen !s t!ie largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine,

d

1

-

Spend your leisure time at the pool
hall at No. 115 West Hailroad

Santa Fe Railway

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclen Townsite

Every
Citizen
Should plan to patronize the International Live Stock Exposition at
Chicago, Dec. IK to 23, inclusive. It
stands for growth and expansion in
live Hock product ion. Of course you
are going'' Iji rales via Santa Fe.
T. K. ITKDY, Agent.
"I Thank the Lord!"
cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock,
Ark., " for the relief I got from Buck-leu'- s
Arnica Salve. It cured my fearful running sores, which nothing else
would heal, and from which I had sufa marvelfered for five years." It
ous healer for cuts, burns and wounds.
Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.

&

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

I.

Broad-Mnide-

ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

ALL

streets, with alloys 20 fwt wide, with beautiful lake and public park anil grand old shade tri'ii.s; public sfhool bouse, coatmercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Holler mill, capacity. 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
leans and bay la Central New Mexico. Its imjortance as a great commercial railroad city lo the near future cannot be estimated.

70-fo-

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.

The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation); no band or gravel.
coal and wood yard, drug store, harne-- $ ( hop, etc., etc. Also a
modern hotel.
first-clas-

We need a

first-clas-

s

A

a

mm

JOHN BECKER, President
assp daV'S.Tftfc.
ssssssr 'sgzsznr
sflll'.Sk

fawiwif
m2!$8iir ncgsgwr

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, tboe house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill,

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

a.

EAST AND WEST NORTH
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.

314 WEST RflilB0ADAYE.1g

Rain

And give the proper finish to the new dress or

suit

Captain W.

Ias

you wear while

$3.50 to $4.00
$2.50, $3.00 and $3.B0

Men's Box Calf Shoes
Women's Patent Kid Shoes

$2.00, $2.25, $2.50 and $3.00

Women's Vici Kid Shoes
Women's Dress Slippers

$2.25, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50

Shoes for Boys and Girls

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50

$3.50 to $4.00
$1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and $3.50

Remember Thanksgiving!
It's rapidly approaching, and remember also that our store affords
the best facilities for the selection of
the beat groceries and table delicacies. Everything
that tends to
make your Thanksgiving
dinner a
source of gastronomic delight, will be
found In our stock, which lias been
most carefully
provided for the
Thanksgiving season.

r.

TROTTER

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

Ltmbei

SasSiaDS3rs'

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

CO.

First and Marquette, - Albuquerque, N. M.

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

THE
'

GENUINE

piano,

am

CHICKERING

The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor. It admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

THE WIIITSON MUSIC CO.
114
80UTH SECOND 4TREET.

J

BOOKS.

L STATIONERY.

Up to date Picture Framing.

Newcomer Book and Art Store
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

This Store Will Lengthen Yonr Christmas Parse
A

BEAUTIFUL LINE OF DOLL

CARRIAGES

AND

HOLIDAY

GOODS GALORE.

BEST

TALKING

IN

MACHINES.

COLUMBIA

GRAPHAPHONES

ind Supplies.

CIGARS.

CANDY.

DIAMONDS

When bought right are a good Investment Our prleea are right We Inrlts
you to call and examine the beautl ul diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

Mail order
AVENUE.

RAILROAD

SILVERWARE,

receive apodal attention.

EVERITT

K.

Ptune, who went to
bag returned

on btiBiticxH,

I

.

lena district. It is
producing
about 100 tons of zinc, copper and
lead ore dally.
Yesterday afternoon, at. the African
Methodist Episcopal church, Rabbi
Kaplan address'M the colored people
those- particularly Interested In the
work of the Associated Charities
on this Important subject, and all
present seemed to bo Interested and
manuested a desire to do their share
toward helping In this laudable undertaking.
Rev. and Mrs. N. W. Alger, residing
on North Vallrr street, have as their
guest Rev. Bruce Kinney, who is In
charge of the Baptist missions for
Utah and Wyoming, with headquarters and home at Salt Iake city.
Rev. Kinney was formerly pastor of
the local Baptist, church, and is here
to ehjoy Thanksgiving with Mrs. Kinney, who came here several months
ago to visit her parents, Rev. aud Mrs.
Alger.
now

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

giving morning.
W. S. lllff, president of the Albu
querque Gas, Electric Light and Pow
er company, is In the city from nis
headquarters In Denver.
'O, Life, how strong art thou In
the hearts of dying men." Damon and
Pythias, at the Elks opera Tiouse on
Wednesday evening, November 2D.
Mr. and Mrs. George K. Neher are
enjoying a visit from Mrs. B. F. Hunter, of Denver, mother of Mrs. Neher.
The lady will remain for several
months.
Hon. H. M. Dougherty, the Socorro
attorney, who was here on Important
legal matters connected with the rebate suit case, has returned to nis
home In the Gem City.
W. R. Forbes, the deputy United
States marshal, who attended the train
robbers trial at Las Vegas, last week,
has gone to Alamogordo, to attend to
United States court there.
James D. Lucas, the Cenillos mine
expert, who was down In Arizona examining mines, U In the city, and will
probably continue north to Cerrlllos
tonight or tomorrow morning.
J. F. Sullivan, superintendent
of
the dining car service on the Santa
Fe, was In the city last evening, the
guest of w. H. Cheatham. Mr. Sul
livan came west on train No. 1 and
returned on the Chicago limited.
The Albuquerque Transfer company
with George M. Baecus owner and
manager, has gone out of business,
the wagons, horses etc., having beti
purchased by W, I Trimble & Co..
and the Springer Transfer company.
Mrs. J. T. Barraclough. who former
ly resided here, but for years a resl- ent of Oakland, Cal., is in the city.
Mrs. Barraclough is the owner of some
valuable real estate In this citv. and
has an Interest with the A. A. Grant
estate in the Crystal Ice works.
Col. W. H. Greer, who was down In
Southern New Mexico on a business
trip to the ranges of the Victorlo
Land and Cattle company, has return
ed to the city.' He brings glad tidings
about the condition of the ranges, and
reports the cattle In the best conditon
possible.
Mrs. E. G.
is entertain
Ing for a few days, her friend, Mrs.
W. J. Klrkwood, of Marietta. Ohio.
The lady had been at Im Angeles,
where she attended
the national
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
and stopped over here to see Mrs.
Lemaster.
Mrs. A. B. McGaffev. of 1123 West
Tljeras avenue, entertained the la- dles-- of
the Congregational church on
Tiday afternoon at a donation tea.
Delightful refreshments
were served. The donations amounted to $20,
which will be turned Into the general
cnurcn fund.
Hon. O. N. Marron. the attorney
who was back at his old home at Port
Henry, New York, the past couple of
weeks, has returned to the city. He
enjoyed himself, but says, on his re
urn he found more rain here than
anywhere in the east. This Is a rainy
country and "craps" are ussured for
next year.
The regular monthly tea. together
with a free guessing contest, will be
given by the Catholic Ladies' Aid society, in the Knights of Columbus
lodge rooms in the Elks opera house,
Tuesday, November 28, from 2:30 to
6 p. m. A prize to the one guessing
the nearest number that wins the piano will be given.
manager of the
Horace Pascnal,
Mining and Smelting company, owners of the Kelfr mine In the
Magdalena district, was in the city
yesterday In company with several
stockholders of the company, who
were en route to their home In Pennsylvania and Illinois, after a visit to
the mine. All seemed well pleased
with the appearance of their property.
The Kelly mine U one of the oldest
producing properties in the Magda

which fits like a nut in Its shell about the kind of Clothes this store
sells.
THE KIND OF CLOTHES SUITS AND OVERCOAT8 ON SALE HERE THIS FALL
A truism

ARE

TAILORED UP TO THE HIGHEST STATE OF PERFECTION.
PERFECT FIT. PERFECT CLOTH. PERFECT WORKMAN8HIP.

ON SALE

you wish to get more for
your dollar than a dollar
will buy elsewhere. The
suits we are offering at $15
and $18 will not last long
in the face of such a price,
for they look like more dollars than those we
ask you to pay

.

SEE

WINDOW

ABOVE

ANYTH ING

EVER

THE SOUTHWEST.

SIMON STERN,
''

NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND

t.ttt1Ull

Signet Rings

5

STREET.
A

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

A

noon and evening, Learnard &

n

Linde-miin-

give an opening musical program at their new store. You are

Are always acceptable presents for either ladies or gentlemen.
We U
engrave them free of charge, and we assure you they
ill please. Q
Call and see what we have to offer you.

Dr. Connor, osteopathic physician,
has opened his office with Dr. E. B.
Hart, of the A. T. Sill Infirmary,
Klrksvllle, Mo., assisting.

PLEATING

MAYNARD.

TINY
COVERED
BUTTONS, ETC., SILS-B-

TRIMMING,
SAN DIEGO, CAL.

119

When out shopping, don't forget
Wilson, corner of Gold avenue
and Third street.

The Jeweler

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

AIJiUQUERQUE, N.

Mrs.

oooooooooo
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BISHOP PITAVAL

ocootK
i
AT

Open

LOW PRICES

and somo of the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
ueiuio me new car, ana i win sen mem cneap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale market.

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114
WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE.

X

ACADEMY.

Saturday nights at
o
hall. Instructions from $
to 9 o'clock. Social dancing
from 9 to 12 o'clock.

V

l nave a large stock or diamonds, big and little,

2

-

ALBUQUERQUE DANriwn

DS

UNREDEEMED PLEDGES

0

1

In

The Evening Citizen. Bishop Pitaval,
of Santa Fe, was a very busy priest
yesterday.
He held services during
the day at the San Felipe de Nerl
church In the old town; the Church
of Immaculate Conception on North
Sixth street, and the Sacred Heart
church on South Fourth street, tnis
city, and besides delivering short but
Impressive aermons at each church,
he also administered
confirmation
rites to quite a number. Rev.
dalari, the popular priest In rhnn-- t'
Of the Immaculate C.nnrentl

y

Col-omb-

iilitttltiitiitti

Kaffir Corn, for your chickens. Bet$1.50 per

ter and cheaper than wheat;
100

pounds,

star Hay and Grain Co.

The ladies of the

German lodge

will give a MASQUERADE BALL on

Tuesday night, November 28, at th
Red Mens' hall. Masks raised at the
door.

tTia Mdhnn
V'UUUt.

RHfltntAi--

GRAND

BALL.

Thanksgiving night, Elks ball room.
Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by
the

PLUMBING

gogalion club.

shade"trees7

I wilt receive In a few days a car
load of lawn and street trees, and having more than I need for present requirements, I will dispose of the surplus at $1 each.
They are line specimens, twelve to
fifteen feet high, with
stems,
and cost me from fifty to seventy
cents each at wholesale, f. o. b., at the
nursery.
The varieties are Weir's
cut leaved maple, tulip tree, hack-berrand American white elm.

STEAM AND HOT, WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

y

M. P. STAMM.

Do

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

you have any difficulty In get-

ting grain ground to suit? We have

new machines for the grinding of all
kinds of grain. E. W. Fee, 620 South
Second street.

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. V.lte for Prices

forget the flowers for
Thanksgiving table, and
the decorations for the dining
room. Better order from us NOW.
and you'll be sure to get them on
time.
Careful attention given to
orders.
Flowers packed
by us keep fresh and fragrant.

DON'T

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

n

IVES,
319

THK

WHITNEY COMPANY

rlor ist

South Fint Street

U3-JJ5-I-

West Santa Fe avenue.
Auto Phone 718.

J

401-40-

3

os

North Fint Strret

N

0
CHAS. F. MYERS.

Proprietors

WM. M'INTOSK.

HARDWARE

WIIOL.ESAL.K

RKTAIL

We Carry "The Best" Heaters and Ranges
CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED AND JAPAN ED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.

SHEET IRON HEATERS.

COLE'S HOT BLAST.

t t

fl'-''.:-

AND AMMUNITION.

OF

STOCK

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEV

WE INVITE THE TRADE

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

TO INSPECT THEM.

.

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
BREAD

MAKERS,

CAKE

OF FOOD

--Xk-

CHOPPERS.

MAKERS.

Rubbers. Slickers, Rubber Boots

"'''
....

BY THEMSELVES

Suits sell at $10.00 to $30.00, Overcoats $8.00 to $27.50

DISPLAY

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second St.
West Gold Ave.

.

STANDING

We'll Prove It to You:

THE

119

IN

THEMSELVES

BY

n

If

Men's and Boys' Overcoats

CLASS

A

Don't forget that tomorrow after-

DEGREE.
If reports are to be believed, Claude
Doatie, the alleged murderer of Walter Lyons, has pleaded guilty to murder In the second degree; that the
plea is to be accepted by the court,
and that Doane is to bo brought to
Albuquerque within the next few
days to receive sentence.
Doane has of his own free will,
thrown himself upon the mercy of the
court, exclaiming in despair, that he
Is a victim of circumstances,
and
that he would rather accept any sentence the court may see fit to give
him. rather than go through a hari
rowing trial.
Doane is at present In the McKinley
county Jail at Gallup.

Pursuant to program, published

27, 1905.

"Some Men Ate Great Because Those
Who Surround Them Are Small"

A

A BUSY DAY FOR

NOVEMBER

bbib

There will be a recital Thanksgiving evening at the First Methodist
Episcopal church, given by Mr. John
Wesley Benne. tenor, assisted by the
Lyric Male quartette and local artists.
Men's, Women's and Children's
House Slippers, In Felt or Leather.
They are full of comfort, style and
wear. Prices run from 60c to $2.60.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

WOULD RATHER PLEAD GUILTY
TO MURDER
IN
THE SECOND

murtvHT.

1

lrefent.
All the churches of the city will DOANE DOESN'T WANT
unite in a union service at the Elks
TO STAND TRIAL
opera Iioubo at 1) o'clock on Thanks-

ocoocoooooooo

F.

Vega

to the city.
Mr. and Mrs. N
llfeld returned
to the city last nlht from an extended visit to Europe.
Hurry Stevens, the linotype operator, Ih enJojinR a visit from his brother, Ed St evens, of Santa Fe.
All KnlKbts of Pythias In thin city
are requested to meet at their hall at
the Elks' opera house this evening.
H. C. Webb, of the Albuquerque
foundry, 1s enjoying a visit from his
brother, T. I. Webb, of Macomb, III.
Prof. T. L. Krebs, who was called
to Los Angeles on account of death
of his mother, has returned to the
city.
The Woman's Relief Corps will
meet at Red Men's ball, Tuesday p.
m. All members are requested to be

going out or receiving company for dinner. Buy them rrom us and
you are Rure to get the daintiest looking, best fitting, longest wearing and closest priced shoes on the market.
J
Men't Patent Colt Shoe
Men's Vicl Kid Shoes

in the

southern portion and
rain or snow in the northern portion
of the territory tonight and Tuesday.
Colder,

Buy Kour Shoes for
Thanksgiving Today

ALBUQUERQUE

f

ALBUOUEROUJ2 EVENING C1T1ZRV
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FAMOUS

MACHINISTS

No. 215

STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
TOOLS

SPEC ALTY.

A

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0
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